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Introduction: Social Software 
Be it a passing fad or lasting innovation, social software stands at a technology frontier. 
That frontier takes form as an interface between the technical and the social, and for the 
designers and developers who build social software, it presents some distinct 
challenges. Social interface issues can be far more difficult to deal with than 
conventional user interface matters, simply because the interaction of technology, users, 
and by implication, communities, involves interdependencies that exceed the reach of 
conventional design techniques. Technologies that are used to mediate interactions and 
enable communication distort and transform basic face-to-face conventions.  It’s those 
effects, and the new practices they engender, that we’re here to explore with this paper.  

Technically speaking, social software combines communication tools mapped to a web 
front-end and internet-enabled back-end. To users, it’s a hybrid of online community 
features, dating services, classifieds, events calendars, social networking, job 
opportunities, and more. Most social software systems today are branded (e.g. 
myspace, Tribe, Friendster, LinkedIn, Orkut, to name only a few), but off-the-shelf 
components and standards-based solutions suited to blogs and content management 
systems are rounding the corner. Some systems (e.g. Tribe) emphasize the social; 
others the networking (e.g. LinkedIn). What these systems have in common, however, is 
their desire to bring the power and flexibility of computing and networking to the 
problems of connectivity, communication, and information transmission. 

Social software takes its inspiration from social networks, which claim to realize the 
inherent structural and systemic dynamics of networks in general. In brief, network 
relations theory values relations over individual units, and seeks to uncover the power of 
scale, communication, and transformation. The theory validates the common sense 
notion that we get all manner of things done through our social networks. Whether social 
software is a reflection of an emerging internet generation—mobile, connected, and 
networked—or a timely convergence of technologies, is beyond the scope of this 
discussion. Either way, social software seems to resonate with cultural trends. It’s not 
just a genre of software applications. 

A designer’s work is grounded in the evolution of user practices and, in our case, of 
social practices in particular. Of course, technologies don’t make things happen, users 
do. But technologies work only to the extent that their functions properly engage 
common practices. Today, the internet, computing, wireless and more are changing our 
practices of communication and interaction: how we date, get jobs, find jogging partners, 
get rides, trade music; to name a few. Activities from pastimes and games to rituals 
involve less personal interaction than ever. The culturally-coded practice of meeting and 
getting something done while also acknowledging and validating the other, face to face, 
is increasingly unnecessary. Social software is one current suite of applications and 
products through which we expand our world while compressing our participation in it. 

It’s the designer’s job to build the technology (or application) so that its users understand 
it with as little confusion as possible. User practices are anticipated, and designed into, 
the technology. This becomes more difficult with social software because social relations 
are inherently complex. It’s much easier to design a one to one computer-user 
interaction than it is to anticipate how a whole community of users will react to a new 
feature. That is the reason for this paper: inasmuch as social interactions contain 
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system, structure, events, process, communication, and more, we can demystify social 
software. And we will try to, here. 

A Word on my Approach 
Before we get started, a few words on my approach are in order. I have merged—
whether sensitively or recklessly only time will tell, the strong points of several disciplines 
in order to build the framework that follows. I have drawn heavily on social 
interactionism, and the work of Erving Goffman in particular, for a framework of social 
interaction as well as to contrast mediated interaction with face to face interaction. The 
pragmatic linguistics of Jürgen Habermas has been instructive for its insistence that 
linguistic exchanges occupy a privileged role in the reproduction of society—its 
normative reproduction especially. Numerous digital thinkers, from Kevin Kelly to Sherry 
Turkle, inspired thoughts about the dramatic manner in which communication 
technologies might overhaul various cultural practices. Network relations theory and 
books on the famed six degrees of separation helped me to test the significance of the 
concept for social software. I have dabbled in psychology enough only to get me into 
trouble; what I do know helped me think through the shenanigans that I found in online 
backrooms and alleyways. In terms of traditional design writing and research, I must 
admit that I have drawn more on ten years in the practice than I have from colleagues. 
That said, Alan Cooper’s contributions to interaction design stand out, as do Don 
Norman’s insightful and enjoyable observations.  

This paper was built on a risky set of assumptions from the outset, and is bound to 
contain inaccuracies and a certain number of conceptual seizures. It may not even 
demonstrate the best way to frame the issues it hopes to address. But I ask that the 
reader listen for insights and conceptual directions. If those two critical ingredients exist, 
then the rest can be repaired!  

A Case for Social Interaction Design 
Social software services that fail to develop into social practices among their users will 
fail in the marketplace. Social interaction designers, by designing with social outcomes in 
mind, can help shape the feature mix and design the user experience such that these 
sites produce results benefiting individuals and organizations. 

Social software applications work on several levels simultaneously: they enable 
communication, interaction, and social relations. We need to think of these three 
separately because they are different kinds of systems. The recording and distribution of 
communication as text is different from getting a member’s attention, or, say, making 
connections based on who knows whom.  

Here, in brief, are the key differences between communication, interaction, and society: 

• Our primary concern in communication is reaching understanding about what we’re 
saying: making ourselves understood. 

• Our primary concern in interaction is handling the dramatic character of social 
performances and our performances as participants, including such psychological 
features as personal comfort levels, insecurities, dispositions, attention-sharing, and 
more. 

• Social systems are built on relations among members, and they are maintained only 
as long as those relations are reproduced. Any online community, in other words, 
needs to succeed at the very basic task of connecting members and compelling 
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them to stay in communication. Only participation will do that; no software can do 
that for them.  

Social software engages each of these, certainly, but it does so differently. And that’s 
one of the reasons it’s so interesting. Its manner of facilitating communication results in 
search-able archives. Its manner of mediating interaction protects us from 
embarrassment. Its manner of connecting people permits relationships between some 
unlikely bedfellows. So in communication, we can focus on how these technologies 
enable the capture, storage, and distribution of information. In interaction we can look at 
how non face-to-face encounters are shaped by their removal from physical immediacy 
and co-temporality. In relations, we can examine the conditions that permit or block 
connections, with an eye on the groups and communities they support or empower. 

Technology designers are a feature-driven bunch, as are user interface designers. We 
tend to think that failed user experiences can be repaired with better-designed 
interfaces. Social interaction design would embrace and extend this approach, but with 
the added premise that any time two or more people use a technology for 
communication, issues pertaining to social interaction become relevant. Be they matters 
of interpersonal misunderstanding, or of social performance and public behavior, the 
successes and failures of social software involve a social interface. Now of course none 
of us can legislate how people should behave or what they should say. So how then do 
we design social interactions? We don’t. Rather, we design the architecture that enables 
it. 

In this paper I suggest that social interaction designers will need to leverage interfaces, 
back-end architecture, navigation schemas, features and functions to obtain second 
order effects. If a first order design feature is a common web feature like a popup 
window or a form, then second order effects are the social phenomena that unfold when 
a whole number of users engage with that form—when members all say that they’re 
single, for example, though they’re not. Second order effects are more complex than 
their first order ingredients because they’re social. And because they’re social, all we 
can do as designers is apply leverage with our balance of first order widgets.  

Basic questions 
Interaction issues related to social software involve not just the usual matters of UI 
design. Users are not only trying to interact with the technology or information; they’re 
trying to interact with others. This makes user interface a social interface also. For some 
examples of how social software can present unique design challenges, simply consider 
these basic questions: 

• What are some of the new ways in which members relate to each other online, given 
that they are not physically present to each other?  

• In a medium that produces endless interruptions and distractions, how do users get 
one another’s attention?  

• In a medium that “flattens” distinctions (all messages look the same), how do people 
stand out?   

• What kinds of “talk” and interaction are unique to online community and interaction? 

• How well do systems designed to manage and present information handle human 
resources and interaction? 
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• How do communities get started, and what kinds of thresholds describe population 
dynamics?  

• What risks can threaten an online community as it scales in size? 

• What interaction strategies and tactics, and what community features, practices, and 
tools can users deploy to better get to know one another? How do users get through 
the interface to the member at the other end? 

• What kinds of “social” performances and dynamics occur in online communities? Will 
they serve distance learning, knowledge management, project management, and 
other organizational needs? 

• What kinds of bias and structure emerge in online communities, and are they the 
product of technical or organizational factors? 

• Why are the reasons that members join communities rarely the reasons they stay—
and how can these outcomes be better anticipated? 

 

System Theme, or What’s Going on Here? 
If structural design works its influence in the background, the user interface operates at 
the surface. The standard elements of user interface design are both enabling and 
constraining. They are enabling because they make various actions and operations 
possible—from navigation to interaction—by virtue of the fact that they take data 
selections and relationships (couplings) with the appropriate visual language. They are 
constraining simply because selections always leave something (or a lot) out, and so the 
UI presents a necessarily limited view. The screen itself is a further limitation on 
presentation, a static surface to which designers try to add depth and time. Decisions 
and structure built into the UI do more than just structure first order human-computer 
interactions, the stuff of most conventional UI and UX analysis. The UI also has its 
impact at the second order of interaction: between and among the system’s users.  

The user interface shapes what a social software system’s culture and community are 
like, how they work, as well as what members can do. The UI organizes and presents 
the information users can act on, and presents the results of member actions. 
Consequently, user interface designs influence an entire’ community’s behavior. A 
simple design change can affect the habits of an entire community.  

MySpace as the practice of presence 
Before going on, let’s quickly examine a popular example of social software services: 
MySpace.com. We’ll see here the importance of thinking beyond the user, to social 
practices instead. For the individual’s “needs” and “goals” as a user are met only insofar 
as she makes herself socially available.  

MySpace is a social software service that offers communication and interaction tools 
with which members profile themselves, find friends, contact other members, post and 
obtain images, files, and more. The site ranks 13th on the web for traffic, and is hugely 
popular as an online meeting place. What makes it so successful? What kinds of insights 
into social interaction design can we obtain from it? 

The name alone suggests that MySpace is a kind of “presencing” system: personal 
presence within a social context. Members present themselves on it through their 
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profiles, and engage in a form of online socializing that works by creating local scenes 
around members rather than places, events, or discussions. People are the site’s 
content, each member’s profile standing in for him or her 24/7.  

MySpace has a proactive “always on” posture towards virtual presence. While members 
don’t have to meet in real-time as they do, for example, in online games, lines are 
always open and the dial tone is constant. And MySpace occupies a strange zone 
between public and private—as the online world is a public space not in the present 
tense, but in the archived tense. Similarly, one’s presence online is not real in the 
physical present, but becomes real and valid as it attracts attention and participation. If 
there is such a thing as social capital, then it is earned and spent as social currency at 
MySpace, and one’s presence has the value that accrues to those who can demonstrate 
social competence (read: flirtation). 

MySpace is also a talk system, which all social software applications are to some degree 
or another, and it’s the perfect example of a unique form of what sociologist Erving 
Goffman called “civil inattention.” Civil inattention is that non-committal recognition we 
provide strangers in public places: “I see you, you exist, and though I can’t say that I 
want to talk, I’m not ignoring you, either.” Members on MySpace receive postings to their 
profile page that are short, often pithy testimonials and greetings—but which make no 
call on the member to respond there in kind. Profile page thus attract comments, these 
comments becoming a roster of one’s social circle and network of friends. And because 
the comments are there for others to see, they have social content and intent: they’re 
written as a reflection on the friend and friendship as much as they are for anything else. 
So MySpace facilitates a kind of low-intensity social mirroring: hellos and compliments 
produce a kind of flirtation. Not civil inattention, but undemanding attention.  

Consider some of the social practices supported in a service like mySpace. The 
following are an undisciplined combination of psychological, communication, and 
sociological terms. (I’m pursuing these with more precision in a separate project.) 

• Mirroring: mirroring others’ behaviors can help members fit into a new group or 
community.  

• Word of mouth: passing news or views along to other members is a simple and 
effective way to participate in a community. 

• Flirtation: this socially acceptable type of interaction is reasonably low risk and 
well known, and it shows that a member is friendly communicative.  

• Collaboration: while not as structured as formal teamwork, collaboration occurs 
all the time in social networks in which members contribute to a community—
even discussion is a type of collaboration (note that dating services emphasize 
individual, not social participation). 

• Opinionating: members can invite communication and commentary with 
statements, rants, complaints, shout outs… Short and to the point, the 
statements are easily recognizable for what kind of response they solicit. 

• Self-Promotion: members promote themselves on MySpace to create presence 
for themselves, and to get feedback and responses from others. Self promotions 
(e.g. profiles, announcements) are usually tailored to an audience and reflect the 
community’s soft norms and codes of conduct. At MySpace, promotional 
activities include out and out marketing (of bands and dj’s especially). 
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• Extending trust: trust only comes to those who give it, and the extension of trust 
to others is a daily practice in online communities. Members can tell how far a 
member has gone with an offering of trust, and generally know how much they’re 
returning if or when they do so. 

• Peer selection: we are who we are with, and this counts for more on a site like 
Myspace than in most. One’s peer identities and peer group membership 
provides others second opinion, and is an important validation of one’s identity 
online (where so much can be misrepresented).  

• Public journaling: the practice of journaling in public is relatively new, and 
MySpace is home to a great many “private” journal entries, confessions, 
frustrations, and longings. There’s a self-revealing act at work in communities like 
this, one that combines a need for acknowledgement and a sensitivity to 
rejection. Public journaling can serve as a round-about way to connect and 
communicate with others. MySpace is meant to be a safe place in which to make 
the personal public, and the private, communal. 

• Stylistic displays (vernaculars, idioms, and other linguistic and cultural 
competencies): signs of style are an important way of establishing one’s identity 
in online communities, style here being both personal and social.  

• Web competence: the technical competence demonstrated by many MySpace 
members tells us that a generation of computer users, raised during the internet 
age, include web skills among their bag of tricks and personality resources.  

These examples should illustrate the degree to which social software involves a kind of 
user interaction that goes beyond the conventional approach taken by UI and usability 
analysis.  

System Architecture and Structure  
MySpace included, there are no spaces, strictly speaking, in social software systems. 
But there is structure, and it’s reflected in system architecture and routine. Structure, or 
the dependencies and connections among system elements, creates probabilities and 
options. It enables actions and makes their results predictable. Structure exists because 
when users do X, Y occurs.  

Users want to be competent not only with the system, but socially as well. In a social 
software system, their competence as members of a community or as users of the 
system hinges upon their understanding of the system’s architecture and rules. The 
user’s grasp of “how it works” must include the technical and social dimensions of social 
software. We can go so far as to suggest that there is a new kind of competency among 
users of social software (including online jobs and career sites, dating services, and 
blogging). This competence would include expectations of communication with others, of 
timing and frequency, of the risks and exposures, as well celebrity payoff, that can be 
had on a particular system. Flickr is not just a photo sharing site: it’s a friends network 
and to some extent, because it centers on pictures, flirting is permitted. 

Social interactions are shaped by a service’s social architecture. This architecture is built 
on the interdependences and relationships, causal relations, limitations and so forth that 
are engineered into social software: 

• Access to other members can be controlled and regulated with conditions and 
parameters (membership requirements, invitations, etc.) 
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• Access to discussions can be given to moderators, to members, or can be left open. 
Or distinctions may be made between read and write privileges.  

• Access to listings, events, and other system or community resources may be made 
dependent on membership or participation data. 

• The rules that govern social features and characteristics can be made more or less 
transparent to users. The more transparent they are, the less users will try to “game 
the system,” and vice versa. 

• Access and privilege can be tied to membership levels: moderator, gold member, 
member, or public. Members will pay for select privileges (be it first to gain access, 
first to see, first to be seen, first in search results, etc.) 

Second order repercussions 

• Users tend to enjoy being competent at a system, and will often share their 
knowledge with newcomers. In some systems, this gives “old-timers” a leg up on 
newcomers, and can be used to purchase status, favors, popularity, and so on. The 
less transparent system-level rules are, the more that “experience” will play into 
social positioning. 

• Users react to the risk they undertake when using a system. The more system 
designers reveal about a system’s mechanics, the less risk users take vis a vis 
system functions (they may still be exposed to countless social and interpersonal 
risks). User behavior and participation is always in proportion to risk. System 
designers ought to always consider the possibilities they expose users to with their 
systems. 

• Participants will read between the lines where lines don’t already make things clear. 
The more that a culture seems geared to “insiders,” the more that newcomers will 
lurk before venturing into the open.  

• System population (growth) is a challenge in any online community. Much of that 
challenge is proscribed by architectural features and constraints. New users may 
have to be invited by existing users. They may be held up at the door and required to 
complete a lengthy questionnaire or profile. They may have to reveal personal 
details, such as dating status. These and other rules are the constraints and 
incentives for any population’s growth. System architects should consider not only 
the structural effects of these rules, but their social implementation also. Systems 
and communities can easily lose their value if they grow to little or too much too 
quickly. 

Themes and Action Systems 
Cultures are made up of thematic elements, that is, experiences familiar to members of 
a culture and which repeat over time. These themes serve to organize the production of 
meaning, the orchestration of performances, the separation of roles from persons, the 
bracketing of episodes and episodic interactions, and much more. Themes find 
expression in our institutions (law, military, health care, education), as they also shape 
our past times, games, rituals, and ceremonies. Themes are shared; moreso even, they 
organize sharing. 

• A primary thematic distinction exists between make believe (play) and serious: or 
whether a system exists for entertainment or real life. 
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• Thematic elements should be clear and acceptable. 

• Some social software systems serve a single purpose. Others act as a destination 
site, within which users may pursue a variety of interests. If a system contains more 
than one theme, they need to be clearly delineated.  

• Themes help to structure activity by providing context. While most of thematic 
contributions take the form of talk, there are others: gifts and gifting, file-sharing, 
ecommerce (including auctions), personal photos, opinions, reviews, and more. In 
each case, participants must have a clear sense of how to advance their own goals 
as well as how to go along with the system. Ways in which an online community 
diverges from its real world counterpart should be articulated clearly and reinforced. 

• Participants want confirmation that what they have done has turned out as expected: 
confirmations can be produced by the system itself, or can be asked of other 
members.  

• System designers can force participation, can show who’s lurking in a group, can 
spawn automated communication with newcomers, and more to encourage 
participation.  

Second order repercussions 

• Most social interactions involve some kind of sequencing or seriality. Things tend to 
get done in order, and as participants, we need to know what that order is in order to 
participate properly. Mediated interactions, on the other hand, are freed from 
physical context and place. Tasks that can be broken into steps or subroutines may 
be completed by people in different places and possibly even out of sequence. If 
arranged properly in the end (if the right checks and requirements are built into the 
system), distributed networks can facilitate interactions by dividing up their 
sequencing. Designers should think about the ways in which social software can 
enable activities and transactions whose sequencing might be a serious constraint in 
many ordinary contexts.  

• Dependencies exist among the steps required to complete most transactions. They 
might just be simple dependencies: selections must be made; payment is required 
before objects change hands; payment must be valid; and so on. Basic transactions 
can be handled as well by computers as they can by humans (though the element of 
interaction disappears, of course). Transactions are a rich part of community 
interaction, and are a means by which cultures and societies get some of their self-
sustaining business taken care of. They’re the manner in which many community 
resources are circulated. The more that computers and software can process, the 
more files and objects that can be digitized, and the more we grow confident in 
faceless, mediated transactions, the more the latter will play a role in real as well as 
community. There clubs on ebay (auctions precede their markets?). How economies 
and cultures evolve given online opportunities may be impossible to predict. That 
they will shake up existing business is beyond questioning.  

• Users navigate through system content according to the navigation scheme made 
available. However, even the best labeling system cannot social provide cues: which 
is most popular, which is most rewarding, etc. In categorizing and representing social 
phenomena, a certain amount of social content is always lost (or cannot be 
captured). Users must spend time with a system to learn what is behind the labels. 
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• A system’s thematic character is hostage to its members’ support and maintenance. 
Themes are vulnerable to changes in a system’s population and culture. 

• Thematic content is best grown from the bottom up.  

• Jokes, wit, skepticism, and other personal displays of attitude often accompany 
organized social experiences. A systems’ theme will always be subject to reception 
by members. So while user populations will respond to a system’s theme, they often 
do their own bit of editing in the process. 

• The more that is expected of users (in terms of competency, intimacy, risk exposure, 
etc.), the more helpful experts can be to newcomers and the uninitiated. Of course, 
competency is sometimes the very gateway through which newcomers are expected 
to pass.  

• Users want to know who’s most popular in a group, who’s lurking in a group, and 
what goes on “behind the scenes.” Social activity—the kind that tells people “what’s 
going on”—is often conveyed at the meta message level, where it is not easily 
represented in explicit terms. Most newcomers will monitor a system, group, or 
community before joining in.  

Time and Temporality 
Social software systems tend to maintain a bias against the past. On the one hand, the 
past is kept open and alive—members can add to any old discussions they see fit to. On 
the other hand, discussions will quickly recede into the past as newer ones take their 
place. More often than not, a discussion dies out when it’s no longer shown among 
“recent’ discussion lists; when conversations lose their screen real estate, they wither. 
Besides keeping things current, system developers can also determine when an 
interaction will close, when memberships run out, when to sort information by time-
stamp, how long to show members as being “currently online,” and much more. Any and 
all of these decisions provide the system with a pace and a rhythm. Emphasis on time 
and timing will convey action and participation. Emphasis on timelessness will convey 
permanence and documentation.  

• Openings and closings have a special significance in social interaction, as they 
define the brackets of an encounter. Social systems are better at openings than they 
are at closings. In discussions, in fact, the first person to post to a discussion is rarely 
the last, and does not even have to be the person who set up the discussion.  

• Sequences involve steps ordered by time. One of the benefits of computing and 
networking, however, is a kind of temporal flexibility. Data storage frees up some 
activities from the requirement that one step follow another. Conditions and 
parameters can take the place of temporal sequencing; organization replaces order.  

• A great many members fall into routines with life online. Some even develop 
addictions and compulsive habits to check in on their mail, on how many times they 
have been browsed, on where they stand vis a vis others, and so on. System 
organization can be used to encourage or discourage these kinds of habits, and thus 
to shape the extent to which success depends on showing up and participating. 

• Timeliness and time-sensitivity can be indicated or flagged by members or by the 
system as a way of encouraging responses. All interaction is slowed by the lag that 
separates statements from responses.  

• Temporality: real time, time spans, speeds, rhythms 
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• Interaction: direct, indirect, public, private, and interaction format (private talk, group 
talk, announcements, requests, comments to or about members) 

• Internal differentiation: information architecture and navigation should give us a 
space somewhere between smooth (undifferentiated) and bumpy (differentiated). 

• System vs user: the system’s home page should reveal whether or not it is weighted 
to member use, and designed for the flexibility that users would require of a 
customizable system; or whether it seeks to maintain a more rigid identity, thus 
requiring users to accept hierarchies defined at the top.  

• Currency: the social currency in circulation should be clear on the home page. It 
might be popularity, professionalism, participation, looks, etc. 

• The UI can emphasize group (subculture) identity by featuring moderators, group 
specific pictures, quotes, mission statements, or more. 

• It can emphasize knowledge and community resources (files available for 
downloading or sharing, items for sale, events to attend, etc.) by giving classifieds 
and lists more presence on the page. 

Rhythm 

• The home page organizes listings, events, and other kinds of communication by 
some kind of temporal order: generally, new to old. But how much real estate is 
given over to time-sensitive communication will shape the community’s rhythm.  In 
this sense Tribe is clearly more community oriented than LinkedIn.  

• Announcements and alerts shown on the home page in order to encourage a 
member’s response and participation will increase interaction rhythms on the system. 
Note that LinkedIn actually hides contact and request status further down, in order to 
discourage impatience and to protect member egos from a sense that they are being 
ignored.  

• Tribe seems designed to encourage regular participation; it would appear that Tribe 
would like its members to pay frequent visits to their tribes, and to use Tribe as a 
means of participating in local community as well. LinkedIn, however, intends to exist 
as a resource for members when they need to engage in career or social networking. 
There’s no routine for this, and so at LinkedIn there’s no effort made to establish 
patterns of regular member visits. (Besides, LinkedIn sends email alerts with relevant 
updates). 

Serious/Non-serious 

• Note the difference in design between Tribe and LinkedIn. Each sets a tone through 
visual style alone (Tribe being more playful, LinkedIn, more professional). But more 
than that, the fact that Tribe shows the title and subjects of member postings on its 
home page means that its culture is owned by the membership. No attempt is made 
to hide the style of participants by pasting a directory structure over events, listings, 
Tribes, and so on.  

• LinkedIn encourages direct member search and connection over group or community 
participation. It’s a serious system and for serious use. As its members are its most 
important asset, their availability is something the system protects. Any violation of 
member privacy would leave it with nothing. 
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Individual/Community 

• Tribe clearly emphasizes its community, where LinkedIn equally clearly supports its 
individual members. The difference is simply one of system resources and identity: 
Tribe’s resources are built up through community participation. LinkedIn builds its 
resources up through individual members themselves. Tribe wants its members to 
communicate with its public; LinkedIn wants members to interact with one another. 
Tribe wants its members’ social networks built up through meetings with others on 
the system; LinkedIn wants its members to bring in their existing social networks. 

 

Social Interaction at MySpace 
Society and Culture 
Interaction is not limited to the interface of user and application—it unfolds among 
participants. User experience and usability issues thus encounter a social interface, and 
as interaction designers we have to ask: What do the site’s architecture, navigation 
scheme, and features contribute to interactions between users? But first, an overview of 
online social interactions at mySpace. 

• The power of mySpace as a marketplace, and as a market maker, is not lost on 
mainstream media. Not only does it offer a fast ride through popular culture, it is 
ground up rather than top down. But most importantly, the popularity contest that 
is mySpace comes straight from the horse’s mouth, so to speak. It’s marketing by 
word of mouth and not by word of sponsor. This gives it “truthiness” and power. 

• The community is self-reflexive: members watch each other as they watch 
themselves. Talk is captured and preserved over time, producing a social artifact 
that gathers character and produces the identity of life on MySpace. 

• Social systems are said to have norms, codes of behavior and conduct, unwritten 
and tacit rules by which people negotiate their interactions with each other 
without having to be personal every time. Flirtation is one such type of behavior, 
for it solicits friendly and open-ended comments and yet is understood as a 
common type of interaction. One would be misguided to take comments too 
seriously in a highly social environment: it’s understood that social interactions 
can be painful, even harsh, and therein lies the challenge.  

• Testing one’s personality and perhaps mettle, toughening ones skin in the 
presence of peers as well as anonymous members, is a type of social practice 
that has its benefits in the acculturation of youth to the adult world. The fact is 
that many youths excel at social interaction online, and its sites like MySpace 
that permit them the experience of building and playing themselves in front of 
others. 

 
Self Presentation 
Self presentation is normally handled in the context of a social situation. Only now that 
we have the media and means to create online profiles, to state explicitly what she might 
otherwise communicate with subtlety, and to show fearlessly what would draw gasps 
and force hands to cover mouths, has it become possible for us to maintain ourselves 
virtually. Self presentation starts with a profile and builds, through discussions, 
testimonials, comments, chats, and other kinds of communications and interactions. 
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One’s presentation can be manipulated, falsified, or truthified. Members of online 
communities generally get out what they put in, and get back what they give: while most 
of the “social” rules of self presentation operate online as they do in the real world, what 
changes here is the way that social feedback and guidance work. Members can more 
easily choose to ignore bad behavior—their own or of others—and the mediating screen 
and interface is to an extent a protection from embarrassment.  

• MySpace isn’t about creating a vast knowledge base or online reference kit—that 
would be Wiki. So when it comes to emphasizing contributors or contributions, on 
MySpace a member’s contributions stand in for him/her. This is common in a 
dating or highly social service, where communication is addressed to getting 
attention and soliciting an interested response. 

• A person’s actual life is perhaps not as important is his or her presentation of 
themselves. In this sense, competence again is demonstrated by members’ skill 
in self promotion and presentation, that biographic exercise becoming a mode of 
self-presentation unto itself. MySpace, among other ssns, represents a new kind 
of sociality, or culture. 

• One of the primary social events on MySpace is a member or group’s rising 
stardom, or celebrity. Popularity can be measured by feedback members obtain 
from their presence online. Generally speaking, members know what this is, and 
how to do it. 

 
Participation and User Practices 
Social situations demand social competence from their participants. In fact a social 
encounter is an opportunity for its members to succeed—not only by demonstrating their 
own competency, but caretaking others’ also. Embarrassment of one is embarrassment 
of all.  

• MySpace is a highly-social social software service, and as such attracts users 
whose online social competence is high. Though it may seem as if very little is 
said, content-wise, there’s a lot being said in the rituals of interaction: in fact the 
smallest greeting can have immense ritual value. 

• The focus is on people. Members are the content. Their profiles are designed 
and presented in order to attract attention of others, and to solicit responses of a 
particular kind.  

• Personality, and the personal (in contrast with the professional), inform self-
presentation on mySpace. 

• The service’s openness to the use of html in customization of profile pages 
encourages creativity, and invests web skills with social capital. Social 
competence combines with web competence in a hybrid of social and technical 
practice. 

 

Social behaviors 
• High participation levels: frequent and regular use 

• High level of social and technical competence with the genre of social software 
and unstructured social interaction, self-presentation, and communication 
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• Familiarity with the conversational style of light and quick interactions, gestures, 
greetings, and so on: think personals and personal notes 

• Friendliness and sporty social competition: be nice now, karma is real 

• Trend awareness and participation (“cooliness”?) 

• Participate or precipitate out, or: you get out what you put in 

• WYSIWYG social interaction and competence: members who enjoy the publicity 
and exposure of social participation  

 
 

 
Figure 1: MySpace Home page, top 
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Figure 2: MySpace Home page, bottom 
• A home page that features member pictures: here’s an obvious emphasis on 

member presence. Though these members are probably not “online” right now, 
they’re “here” for me.  

• These are my friends that are featured on the home page; a few randoms are thrown 
in at the top of the page to create possibilities, however, this is not a site designed 
explicitly for dating. If it were, I might see members currently online, new members, 
or members who had winked or shown interest in me. 

• MySpace has successfully gotten behind the theme of promoting members’ musical 
acts, be they bedroom home studio dj sets, garage bands, or quasi-breakout indie 
bands. 
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Figure 3: MySpace: Member page 

• Here’s a modified profile: tools are still there, but the user’s added events to the 
top of the page.  

• Many profiles take on a scrapbook look: pictures of home, friends, pets, and 
activities, personal and racy but within legal limits. Of course that which we don’t 
see only entices us to see more 

• Style comes through in color and layout as well, some users showing little 
competence and “aesthetic,” others bordering on professional 

• Of course with as many users on mySpace as there are (30+ million), there could 
be a lot to gain from getting featured! 

• Celebrity achieves value for its contribution to members 

• Members invest personality in their own pages  
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Home pages set the theme 
To see what a system is about, we start with the system’s home page. Here we will find 
an indication of the system’s content theme, as well as how it supports that theme by 
varying emphasis on system and member contributions and events.  

 

 
Figure 4: Home page Tribe.net 
 

• Emphasis on interaction and community clear from the amount of real estate used 
list tribes, show friend pictures, mailbox, event, and invitation status. This is a system 
for talk. Not only that, it seems highly differentiated: the tribe list alone shows very 
different topics, unorganized and unrelated. 

• Time-sensitive events postings suggest that the system is designed for frequent use. 
Real time temporality is further bolstered by the thumbnails that indicate whether a 
user is online or not.  

• Home page customization (of what members want to see on their home page), and 
the simple fact that members do not all see the same home page further reinforces 
the fact that this is system is designed to support users. It is not a news site written 
by staffers, nor a community in which member contributions are pushed to the 
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background. Furthermore, designers clearly place a high degree of confidence in 
their users’ taste and respect for others.  

• Users choose categories. Unlike Craigslist, which maintains a top-down hierarchy. 
Tribe follows the model more common among personalizable portals (Yahoo, etc.). 
In fact there is no taxonomy present in the home page tribe list. Tribes are listed to 
reflect their participation levels. 

• Thumbnails represent friends, and indicate those presently online. This not only 
humanizes the site but also encourages interaction through it by indicating real-time 
availability status.  

• Note the relatively small amount of real estate given to personal action items (new 
messages, invitations, etc.) in comparison to LinkedIn, below. Tribe’s emphasis is on 
community participation; LinkedIn’s emphasis is on securing valuable connections for 
individual members. 

• Though Tribe lists wanted and seeking posts, like Craigslist, it doesn’t assume that 
users are here to find something in particular. Its homepage doesn’t foreground 
search and browse.  

 

 

 
Figure 5 Home Page LinkedIn 

• There is little real time activity here. LinkedIn is more like a job board in this respect.  
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• The home page doesn’t indicate that members should be frequent visitors here, but 
that the most important activity is building up a professional history and network 

• Prominence of action items connotes work, and conveys that LinkedIn views 
networking as a work-related undertaking (which is an accurate portrayal and smart 
way to differentiate LinkedIn’s particular service) 

• Emphasis on building networks, finding current colleagues and reconnecting with 
past colleagues shows that LinkedIn needs to encourage users to contribute their 
own networks. Real world networks matter more at LinkedIn than they do at Tribe, as 
it’s the member’s professional hsitroy that serves the community with job and 
connection opportunities.  

• A focus on jobs and services again reinforces the theme, and for those members 
who aren’t clear on what LinkedIn is for, communicates that jobs and services can be 
listed and found here.  

• Unlike Tribe, this system shows little personalization and customization on the home 
page.  

• There are no content taxonomies, directories, or other member-based contributions 
shown on the home page. LinkedIn doesn’t seem to be oriented towards building up 
member-based content of that kind. Consequently, it shows little internal 
differentiation—and it would make sense that a professional networking system 
should want to maintain well-organized data structure.  

• The home page shows request and connection status. It is critical to the system’s 
success that members find one another and get “linked up.”  

• To date, LinkedIn has shied away from member photos. This may be to avoid the 
obvious hassles that come along with them. Designers likely recognize that by 
introducing member pictures, interactions are quickly skewed towards first 
impressions and physical attraction (among other kinds of bias). 

• LinkedIn’s emphasis on the personal value of connections is obvious from the 
contextual language in which they present them on the home page. Contacts are 
presented as “colleagues,” as well as friends, and in the search window as 
“professionals.” The emphasis on common work experiences, on jobs and 
employment, along w/ imagery that suggests career networking, sets clear user 
expectations.  
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Talk Systems 
Social software sites benefit by driving communication through their own systems. This 
permits some amount of meta-data capture (who’s messaging whom, how often, when, 
related to whom, in what forum, privately, publicly, etc.) while also creating traffic. Traffic 
of course produces activity, and that is seen by members as a sign of a healthy and 
engaged population. But most importantly, the treatment of communication within the 
user interface transforms interactions (primarily linguistic exchanges) into information 
available to the community at large. As we said earlier, these systems facilitate a type of 
interaction that is no longer bound to space and time. Through writing, storage, 
selection, and presentation, individual contributions exceed their contributors.  

One of the advantages—in theory at least—of driving communication through a single 
application (or “site”) is that technology can be designed to differentiate message types. 
And that makes getting through it that much easier. The more communication is 
differentiated, the less work users have to do to qualify communication themselves 
(technology can distinguish greetings from invitations, replies, postings, private 
messages, guestbook entries, comments, etc.). That said, differentiation adds 
complexity. User response to complexity is often apathy or laziness. Users abandon 
threading formats, subject lines, distinctions between posts and listings, between private 
and public messages, and so on. So while differentiation can improve communication 
efficiency in theory, its effectiveness in practice is insecure.  

Communication and Interaction  
We distinguish communication and interaction tools. Communication is the stored form 
of talk; interaction the interpersonal and “performative” form of talk. Where the former 
focuses on preserving expression, the latter focuses on facilitating and mediating the 
dynamics of interaction.  

Communication by and large occurs in text form, though audio and video are 
increasingly common on social software services. Because text can be stored, tagged, 
browsed and searched, and linked to, communication loosely combines publishing and 
speaking, writing and talking.  

Social systems are much better at capturing individual messages and statements than 
they are at turning those into successful conversations. This is due to the asynchronous 
character of the conversation—participants tend to take their turns out of turn, and in 
response to whichever statement they feel like. As a non real-time technology, social 
software changes what “talk” is by compromising its episodic character, rewriting rules or 
conventions that govern who can join in, what they can talk about, at what point a person 
can jump in and where in the conversation s/he should comment, and when the talk 
comes to an end. The technology doesn’t seem to diminish the tendency of talk to 
circulate rumors or proliferate gossip. In fact the protections it offers its users—from 
embarrassment and loss of face—would seem to encourage loose talk.   

Talk is a particular kind of activity. It is social, and expressive. Most of all it is a linguistic 
exchange between people that has content (which is understood, or not) and interaction 
(such as agreement or rejection). One can understand a statement and not agree with 
the person who claims it.  

A talk system, which social software like mySpace is, thus galvanizes linguistically-
mediated interaction. Users don’t just click buttons and links, driving towards meeting 
preconceived user needs. Interaction occurs between people as well as between the 
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user and the website. Thus user interaction cannot be described in terms of discreet 
user goals and needs, but must be grasped as the social practice of private and public 
talk.  

The social interaction designer must be aware of how these two dynamics—one at the 
user interface and the other at a social interface—condition and inform the user 
experience. 

We can call this kind of talk and “open state of talk,” that is, conversation never really 
ends. In contrast to bracketed talk, which has an opening, a middle, and a closing, open 
talk fades, is picked back up, and comes into and goes out of focus over time as 
members maintain the exchange. A feature of open talk is that participants sustain 
interest in each other over time, rather than engaging in and then completing a 
transaction.  

Talk systems involve the use of communication and interaction tools. In some cases, 
social features like rankings, votes, polls, and other anonymous tools produce social 
activity without supporting authorship  

The social comment, as opposed to the private message, reaches its highest highs and 
lowest lows on mySpace, where wit, html, font and typography, design, animation and 
icons all combine in a new language of expression. Pith has never been so visible! 

 

• Most conversations need some help getting off the ground.  

• System features can help to announce a new conversation (and possibly even invite 
valid conversation partners). 

• System features can open up or protect a conversation from participants.  

• Moderators (discussion leaders) should be given the authority to define participation 
status and to mediate conflicts and disagreements. 

• Message type differentiation can reduce the effort required to manage 
communication. Just as subject headings tell us what a message is about, message 
type (invitation, introduction, greeting…) would help users sort through interactions.  

• As users become more competent at using social software systems, engineers may 
wish to create differentiated statement and discussion types. Where currently there 
are often distinctions between discussions, testimonials, invitations, listings, and 
events, there could also be distinctions between reviews, recommendations, 
announcements, opinions, polls, games, debates, and work-related forms of 
interaction such as comments, reviews, approvals, schedules, meetings, and more.  

• Visibility of various message types (private, semi-private, member-only, paid member 
only, mature audiences, public). 

Second order repercussions 

• In systems oriented towards social interaction, conversations are frequently hi-jacked 
by members simply seeking to get attention. It is virtually impossible to keep an 
online discussion on track. The alternative—creating a message board for attention 
seekers (and givers) might be a better solution. Other methods might include 
creating system features designed to solicit and sustain attention—site features or 
places that are “hotter” than any discussion (pictures can be useful here). 
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• Systems do a poor job of bringing interactions to a close; in fact databases keep 
discussions on life support indefinitely. In some cases it might benefit conversation to 
bring it to closure. 

• Along with the strip of interaction that constitutes a talk, or conversation, there is the 
matter of the audience to whom individual statements and contributions are 
addressed. Statements can be indirectly or directly addressed. Distinguishing 
between the two ought to be a critical feature of talk-based systems, but is often 
inadequate, and old-timers often quote the statement to which they’re responding in 
the text of their response.  

• Face-to-face discussions tend to involve switching between persons and their 
utterances. Comments can be addressed to either. There might be reasons to 
differentiate among these types of statement so that talk can be better tracked. 

 

Communication tools 
• Blogs 

• Commenting 

• Forums and discussions 

• Polls   

• Communication enabled profile pages 

• A standing tagline that acts as name tag and identity marker 

• Testimonials (as comments on a member’s profile) 

Interaction tools 
• Chats (group discussion tool) 

• Instant messaging (direct interaction between members) 

• Winks 

• Direct member-to-member mail and messaging, including smilies and other 
expressive elements. 

System communication features 
Social software applications capture member communication in different formats, loosely 
based on familiar types of interaction and speech. Being computer-based, however, they 
have created some of their own formats: 

 

• Intra-group messaging 

• Inter-group messaging (uncommon) 

• Conventional discussions 

• Can see posts a member has made to discussions by clicking him 
• Can see value to community of his posts 

• Indirect messages (addressed to a group, list, discussion, system, etc.) 
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• Posts  
• Ads 
• Requests 
• Quotes and comments 
• Testimonials 
• Declarations 
• Invitations 
• Descriptions (e.g. of a group) 
• Event announcements and details 
• Narratives 
• Votes 
• Recommendations  
• Reviews 
• Updates 
• Announcements 
• Etc.  
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Figure 6 Tribe: the SFNightlife tribe  
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Figure 7 Tribe: the SFNightlife tribe 2 

 

• This is the main page for one of Tribe’s thousands of tribes. Each tribe is a 
discussion group. Online discussions are an exemplary form of the medium’s ability 
to capture communication: members contribute their views, list events, make 
announcements, share photos, and so on. The contributions are saved and made 
search-able and browse-able, given a category and sometimes also tagged. In my 
view, discussions are communication first, and not interaction, because they outlive 
interaction and persist through time as a recording, and artifact, of an exchange. 
Emphasis, in other words, is on capturing information rather than on handling 
interactions and people.  

• The tribe photo, photo album, and description summary give the tribe an identity, 
style, and personality. Though all tribes are equal, some like to be more equal than 
others. 
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• The moderator is pictured, if there is one, and so are some of its members. Note that 
tribe always shows members by picture, name, and brief stats. Name, picture, and 
stats are all unique links, thus permitting users to drill down with fewer clicks 

• Connected tribes are shown, according to associations not determined by the tribe’s 
content or moderator, but according to system definitions of what qualifies as 
similarity. 

• Listings and events relevant to the tribe are shown lower on the page 

• Online status of each discussion’s originator is shown (the use of boldface and an 
orange indicator) 

• Replies are shown, and if there have been replies since a member last visited a 
discussion, these are indicated by use of an orange asterisk placed next to the topic 
title 

• Tribe has organized the activities grouped with tribes along a convenient tabbed 
navigation bar: 

• All posts 

• Topics 

• Photos 

• Listings 

• Events 

• Reviews 

• Requests 

• Tribe shows related tribes to increase cross pollination, and to provide contextual 
navigation 

• Tribes are discussion-based, so posts are written to a discussion and are not based 
on blogs (Blog posts are organized around their author, not the category or 
conversation in which they are posted. The issue of organizing blogs into 
conversations is one of many being handled by software developers. See tagging, 
technorati, furl, dig, and more.)  
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Figure 8 Tribe discussion posting 
• Here we see a couple Tribe discussion postings. These are member contributions. 

They can be read either threaded (responses to individual postings are shown as 
such) or unthreaded (postings are shown in chronological order) 

• Member photos and some stats (including the member’s online status) are shown for 
each contribution, thus emphasizing the member-centric focus maintained by Tribe 
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• Postings are directed at members, and not to the community at large. Tribes can be 
made public, but those who wish to post to the world are better off blogging.  

• Where in other community content systems (e.g. Craigslist, discussed here next) 
postings are often made without specific addressing (postings addressed to a 
person), here only the first discussion post is indirect (it addresses the group as 
audience). Follow-up postings are responses (regardless of whether or not the 
member addresses them as such). In its handling of discussions, Tribe thus 
preserves the framing and bracketing structure of conversations.  

• Tribe enables members to search across tribes as well as within tribes. New member 
profile options include a display of that member’s recent discussion postings. It is in 
Tribe’s interest to make member contributions visible to others. In contrast to 
Friendster, a early relative of Tribe, Tribe’s members often meet each other in the 
context of a conversation. 

• Related listings are provided in the margin. Relationships here are based on 
connections among members. Listings are not topically related, but socially related.  
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Figure 9: MySpace blog post 

• In contrast to Tribe, MySpace, Friendster, and many other services use blogging 
tools for posts. This creates a fundamentally different discussion structure and 
space. MySpace forums, for example, receive less use than member blogs. 

• Moods added to blog posts are a gestural nod, again, reinforcing the notion that 
a blog is personal/journal. The mood indicator could be called an interaction 
element if it were part of a chat or IM; here though it’s a remark, a bit of 
information that another member might respond to or comment on. 
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• The blog editor permits embedded pictures and even music 

• Creativity is encouraged, and a format is born that is part scrapbook, part 
broadcast, and part podcast…whose audience is filtered, if the author wants, by 
his or her mySpace network. This form of web presencing oneself smells like 
teen spirit and could represent the equivalent of what Frampton Comes Alive, 
was to the music industry exactly thirty years ago.  

Getting seen: online dating 
Online dating services are designed to facilitate one on one messaging, which would 
fall under “interaction” according to the distinction we made above. Dating is a social 
theme, however, and dating sites support direct member interactions by taking some 
of the fear and anxiety out of first contact. Hence we find elements of 
communication, a dating public or dating space in which members can browse who’s 
new, who’s on, who’s popular, and so on. 

Online dating was once a sign of desperation and an act of futility but for the 
fortunate few. It’s now an acceptable means of increasing one’s exposure to the 
single’s market, and is practiced across age groups. The currency of dating, 
practiced in the art of flirtation, is the look. Flirting is the attempt to solicit, by looking 
at the other member, a reciprocated look. A failed flirtatious move results either in a 
brush off or nothing at all. An online dating site, then, must create ways that 
members can look at one another, see themselves being looked at, and look back. 
All of this without actually exchanging a glace (even video chat sites cannot capture 
the spontaneity of a glance or a second look). Systems use variations on the ritual of 
making first contact, reciprocation, and the etiquette of the pick up as well as 
rejection in linguistic and gestural forms. These are combined with static member 
profile pages that should encapsulate all the relevant details and elements of 
matchmaking, while still providing the personal distinctions members need in order to 
make themselves stand out. One of the paradoxical challenges of designing dating 
services online is that data needs to be normalized (a database term for data 
structures that require consistent data formats, e.g. height, weight, etc.) but people 
need to be differentiated. To get a date, you have to get noticed, and to get noticed 
you have to stand out from the crowd. 

Salon offers its members statistics on how many times they have been viewed by 
others since joining. Members can also see who’s hotlisted them, who’s viewed 
them, who’s winked at them, and when. Each of these views of “who’s seeing me” 
connotes interest, sparks curiosity, and creates much of the experience that users of 
online dating services enjoy. Dating begins with visibility, being seen by another is 
the look that betrays more than a passing interest. Online dating systems seek to 
capture that dynamic.  

Growing accommodation of social networking on dating services, through the use of 
private networks (which may give members access to photos they wish to keep out 
of the public eye), blogging, groups and forums, leverages the familiar social practice 
of measuring a person by the company they keep. Since online dating is primarily a 
direct communication service, and members of dating sites tend to avoid announcing 
their profiles to real world friends, online friends provide a substitute social network. 
A member who attracts a lot of friends, readers, and commentators online must be 
OK, if not more. And not only do these networks mitigate the uncertainty by 
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fashioning a certain amount of trust and credibility, they offer a type of interaction 
that’s less focused and loaded than direct flirtation. 

 

 

 
Figure 10: Profile activity on Salon 

• Here the user can check who’s checking him/her out. Many members get very 
caught up in their online statistics and traffic. Because dating is a matter of 
soliciting interest, and because the practice of flirting often involves indirect 
communication and signals, salon’s system compensates by tracking clicks. A 
click is a track worth noting online! 

o Total views since 9/7/2005  556 

o Times in Hotlists in the past 30 days    1 

o Past 30 days    

o Matching Views    71 

o Winks [Delete]    2 
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Figure 11: Member created poll on Salon 
 

• Members can create their own polls, though most of course don’t 

• Polls contribute to the member-generated pool of content overall; they’re a 
commonplace online, and in the mass media, and offer a cheap and simple 
interaction to users. 

• At the same time, members can show their personality in polls 

• Furthermore, the format provides a screen behind which the member’s flirts and 
solicitations can take some disguise. 
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Figure 12: My Blog on Salon Personals 
 

• Salon’s members can browse member blogs by location, by popularity, and by 
posting date 

• Blogs provide a window on the member’s personality that can elude the static 
profile. Frequent users of these kinds of systems demonstrate a high degree of 
confidence in the medium and are less concerned with how participation in an 
online dating service might reflect on them. MySpace’s teen users, in fact, often 
reveal themselves in a manner that suggests they’re not concerned with the 
archive their MySpace contributions are laying down. 

• Structured talk serves as a kind of ice-breaker in the dating game. Salon’s blogs 
clearly offer a low-key mode of self-expression. Readers can comment without 
being overtly flirtatious: the context of blog commentary offers a form of 
protection from rejection.  
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Figure 13: MySpace Member Search 

• MySpace, though it was not set up as a dating service, engages flirtation. The 
vote taken here is on member pictures, of course, not writings or other personal 
attributes.  

• Ratings like this not only engage the competitive nature of social interaction but 
are a reflection on members that can become a preoccupation for many. 

• Who’s hot and who’s not started it all at the turn of the millennium.  

• MySpace members can throw themselves into the site’s own sexy competition 

• If you look good and you can handle the attention, it just might be to your 
advantage! 

• Anonymous votes are not for the faint of heart; the culture here says: “No Fear!” 
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Interaction 
Private and direct messaging is of course a core feature of any social software system. 
What tends to differentiate systems is the purpose served by messaging, and the 
degrees and variations of control and messaging management offered the user.  

As we have already discussed, online interactions tend to be asynchronous, that is, not 
in real time. Built in instant messaging, though it might benefit users, produces 
interactions requiring users to be online at the same time, and with a degree of attention 
that foregrounds chat over other activities. Social software benefits from discussions and 
interactions that demand less “presence” from the user, and that can be searched and 
read by others after the fact. (This is not to say that some types of groups or tribes might 
prefer chat formats; one could easily imagine chat rooms being a supplement to tribe 
discussions). 

Besides it’s a/synchrony, messaging can also be identified as direct or indirect. Direct 
messages are those addressed by one member to another, and addressed as such. 
Indirect messages may still be addressed to a specific audience, but are delivered 
“indirectly”—in a discussion, on a listings or classifieds board, etc.  

Further variations include message routing, which comes into play when members 
mediate or introduce one another. This plays a central role at LinkedIn, where member 
networks are protected from “outsiders.” At LinkedIn, new connection requests made 
between members (which invariably use a message as a means of introduction or 
request) must be forwarded by as many members as stand between them. While this 
makes a connection request only as good as the weakest link in the chain (if just one 
member has lost interest in LinkedIn, the request stalls), it does protect members from 
unwanted spam. It also lends requests a certain credibility, intermediaries in effect 
providing a vote of confidence for each request they forward.  

We should mention the particular role that testimonials can play as a means of indirect 
messaging. As we have already noted, testimonials reflect as much on their authors as 
they do on those being written about. For this reason, members can promote themselves 
by writing effusive, witty, salacious commentaries about their friends. They can talk 
about themselves, leave hints as to their online doings, and much more, and benefit all 
the while from the protection offered by a ceremonial format.  

Guestbook entries, provided at Ryze and long a means by which Ryze members 
promote themselves, perform a similar function. They are supposed to be comments left 
on a member’s page for that member in particular, but due to the fact that they’re 
presented on the member’s profile, the line between public and private is blurred at best.   

Dating systems provided further differentiation with their direct messaging. One system 
offers “collect calls,” which are messages the sender pays for only if the recipient 
accepts the message and connection. Members can also “wink” at each other, thus 
hiding behind the anonymity of a system message (winks address the anxiety of first 
contact).  

Invitations are an additional message type. Interesting with invitations is whether or not 
the sender is notified that a recipient has declined the invitation. It’s a testament to 
Goffman’s insightful observation that we conduct ourselves in public with “civil 
inattention” that most users would prefer to avoid having to say “no” to a stranger’s 
request for contact or group membership.  
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• There is room for improvement in existing communication features. Enhancements 
could be made to reduce the ambiguity, risk, or stress that users experience at 
communicating through these applications:  

• Message status: delivery, acceptance, and rejection, in technical and content terms 

• Message variation 

• Low-risk messaging 
• Non-intrusive “hellos” 
• Non-intrusive invitations 
• Non-intrusive cc’s and message lists 

• Broadcasting of indirect messages 

• “Offering,” “have” 
• “Seeking,” “wanted” 
• Invitations 
• Events 
• Postings 
• Discussions 
• Events 
• Announcements 
• Recommendations 

• Ratings, rankings 

• Qualification of messages by author’s credibility 
• Qualification of messages by group’s credibility 
• Qualification of messages by community participation and interest level 

(measured by traffic) 
• Members who have answered most messages answered  

• And imagine these on a system like Tribe, and what they might do to it (some of 
these are standard practice on Ebay, Amazon, and on other sites in which readers 
often don’t know the authors of postings and recommendations): 

• Who's talking about what 
• Which discussion is hot 
• Which discussion has interesting contributors 
• Who are the most valuable discussants 
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Figure 14 Friendster settings 

 

 

 
Figure 15 Friendster: settings 2 
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• Using Typepad for its blogging platform, settings here are shown clearly, and are 
provided on a single screen instead of being divided into their context of 
application. The user sets all settings on the settings screen. 

• We have issues when permissions for viewing and commenting on blog posts 
conflict between the author’s blog setting, and the settings of a network in which 
the post appears.  

 

 
Figure 16 MySpace: Interests and Personality 

 

• MySpace, because its focus is on the social capital of personality, invites 
members to create short lists of personality attributes. Short so that they are 
easily read and browsed by other members. The use of a limited text field here is 
not just a means of addressing data storage, but is a means of limiting the 
amount of time users will have to spend browsing others.  

• The choice MySpace has made vis a vis information capture scales, at the level 
of its population (which is 35 million and more!), to speed up member browsing, 
and to shift some of the perception users have of each other to the testimonials 
and other things they say about each other. In other words, a concise personality 
profile encourages the public acknowledgment that MySpace members provide 
each other. 
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Messages and Mail 

 
Figure 17 Tribe Messages Inbox 
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Figure 18 Tribe Compose Message Figure 19 Tribe Compose Message 1 
• Tribe’s messaging feature allows members to send messages to more than one 

address by selecting friends by thumbnail. Having checked radio buttons for intended 
recipients, the member composes a standard message with separate subject and 
body fields. 

• Routing messages within the system keeps members coming back to check 
messages and send new ones. Though it is just as easy to send members email of 
course, Tribe’s private messaging is a well-used feature. 

• Tribe does not offer a real-time chat or instant messaging feature. All direct 
interaction is asynchronous 

• Though members can save messages, Tribe seems designed to support public 
interactions.  

• Tribe’s message inbox separates messages from one’s personal network and those 
sent to the community. 

• To discourage spam, members can create an “ignore” list of members they wish to 
block. 

• Overall, Tribe’s personal messaging is uncluttered and undifferentiated. Tribe’s 
designers make their distinctions between requests, responses, invitations, events, 
and other listings at the system level. The three main categories are messages, 
invitations from friends to join networks, and event invitations. (See homepage, top 
left, Figure 1.) Tribe’s emphasis, whether or not it is intentional, is on social 
interaction. Tribe facilitates connections between members, tribes, and does what it 
can to keep event and activity-oriented information flowing.  

• One of the challenges facing a system Tribe, and systems like it, is that is loose 
group structure and messaging tools produced wide variations. Where a small tribe 
of real world friends might easily see over a hundred posts a day, oftentimes in a 
chatroom kind of tone, tribes of a thousand plus members might suffer from in 
complete silence. Audiences behave differently as they scale up in size, and groups 
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can implode from a lack of differentiation. What is lost in the medium and mediation 
is not easily supplied by individuals. 

• Tribe’s late interest in developing classifieds and event listings, which are actually 
perfectly suited to Tribe’s audience, technology, and character, have required the 
team to push the community to use Tribe as a substitute Craigslist. Craigslist’s 
leading position as online marketplace for services and classifieds, however, means 
it commands a much bigger market. Could Tribe be gambling that loyalty to an online 
community trumps economic logic? It’s possible. (Burning Man, the Grateful Dead, 
and Tribe came out of the same town… Accident? Not likely!) 

 

 
Figure 20: Chat application Salon personals 
• Tribe’s late interest in developing classifieds and event listings, which are actually 

perfectly suited to Tribe’s audience, technology, and character, have required the 
team to push the community to use Tribe as a substitute Craigslist. Craigslist’s 
leading position as online marketplace for services and classifieds, however, means 
it commands a much bigger market. Could Tribe be gambling that loyalty to an online 
community trumps economic logic? It’s possible. (Burning Man, the Grateful Dead, 
and Tribe came out of the same town… Accident? Not likely!) 

 

Choose an optional quick reply 

• Sorry, I'm too busy to respond to you right now. 

• Um, I don't think our personalities match. 

• I respond only to profiles with photos. 

• Sorry - I think we're looking for different things. 

• To be honest, I'm looking for someone younger. 
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• To be honest, I'm looking for someone older. 

• You seem cool, but you're not really my type. 

• Oops, bad timing - I just started a new relationship. 

• I'm not ready to get serious right now. Good luck. 

• Sorry, but I'm looking for a serious relationship. 

• You seem cool, but I'd prefer a local relationship. 

• Hey there - I'm not seeing new people right now. 
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Figure 21 LinkedIn Message Management 
 

• In contrast to Tribe, LinkedIn’s success depends more on messaging management 
and related safeguards.  LinkedIn depends on its users to open up their networks, 
their rolodexes (they’d do it, if they could), in order to create a marketplace of talents 
seeking and talents sought.  
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• In order not to ruin the very treasure it hopes to mine, LinkedIn must take a backseat 
approach towards its members; it must respect member privacy, and play a 
brokering role as system only.  

• A unique challenge faces LinkedIn, and it becomes more obvious when we contrast 
it with Tribe. LinkedIn operates a career networking system, or opportunity market. 
The system’s aim is not to pair up members on the basis of their personal interest in 
one another, but by their employment interest. In other words it views members by 
their function, and functional match, than by their personal match. The former is 
more easily tagged, categorized, and systematized; the latter defies organization. 
The former is dry, boring, and sometimes disappointing; the latter can be scintillating, 
thrilling, and highly motivating.  

• Viewed from this perspective the differences in system organization between Tribe 
and LinkedIn should now make sense. LinkedIn handles messages so that users 
don’t have to. Tribe eschews structure so that organic behaviors can emerge.  

• Let’s take a simple case in point: message status (delivery acknowledgment, 
rejection). Tribe doesn’t participate in message delivery, invitation, or request issues. 
The system provides no system or technical support, and by this I mean face-saving 
or ambiguity-reducing mechanisms. It is up to recipients to notify the sender that they 
have received their message or invitation. Now this can further ambiguate 
interaction, as we have discussed above: recipients may choose not to openly 
decline an invitation in order not to make an issue of it. The sender gets nothing, and 
won’t know his or her status in this regard unless s/he makes an explicit issue out of 
it, which of course raises the stakes for face and reputation.  

• LinkedIn provides status updates on connection requests, in part to keep users 
happy, in part to create activity (where there is none, really), and in part to take this 
burden off members themselves. Face-saving again is the motivation here, only now 
it’s in the context of professionalism. We find it easier here to use technical support 
in a domain that is primarily functional in nature. We might not choose this for a 
dating service, but in professional networking it makes sense.  
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Figure 22  Salon Profile showing communication options 
• Dating systems, as exemplified by these Spring Street Network pages, foreground 

private messaging and messaging options. While the system may feature specific 
individuals in order to create a sense of competition, and because the system is after 
all a “meet market” (sic), the bulk of its online activity occurs in one-on-one 
interactions 

• Dating systems confront a contradictory situation: they succeed if their members find 
one another, but stand to lose their members once they do. To counter this, these 
systems want users to enjoy participating in them, and want users to have invested 
enough in their profiles that they don’t leave even when they have begun to date 
somebody. 
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• Messaging options are presented with a member’s profile. Users can send one of 
three messages (note, wink, and voice message; can the video message be far off?). 
Or members can note the profile for reconsideration later.  

• Dating systems specialize in a particular type of interaction: flirting. This light-hearted 
and low-risk, low-pressure interaction begins with first contact. And that is why 
brevity is favored here: it provides the most face-saving way into or out of an 
initiation.  

• For those who have established mutual interest, there is chat. Chat, which occurs in 
real time (synchronous or near-synchronous interaction), accomplishes two things: it 
is richer and more transparent in interaction terms, delivering a greater sense of 
“being together,” and it offers the thrill of flirting immediately (no waiting for 
responses). 

 

 
  

Figure 23 Yahoo 360: settings 

  

• Social software systems allow users to select their audience: for communication 
and interaction such as “shout outs,” posts, comments, and private messaging.  

• Yahoo breaks up the settings to be controlled and gives each its own section, 
probably for clarity’s sake. Because much of the screen is used to present 
redundant options (each settings comprises the same radio buttons), yahoo 
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could present the settings, and then invite users to select which feature to apply 
them to. But users would then not be able to see what the settings were. The 
decision they have made here is to show the user the state of their settings 
without requiring further clicking.  

 

 
Figure 24: Blast on Yahoo360 
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People 
If social software sites are means by which we present, or presence, ourselves, the irony 
is of course that we’re not (present). Social software provides presence in absence. The 
personality, style, interests, opinions, friends, pictures, and other means by which we 
establish a presence online are a stand in, a kind of personal’s ad or classified listing 
that accomplishes two things at once: 1) presentation of self, and, 2) presence 
negotiation. These sociological terms describe the way in which we handle face to face 
encounters. We can apply them here also. For each member profile says something 
about the person as well as something about the person’s availability to others. It gives 
other members something to respond to, to comment on, link to, and post about. And in 
most sites, profiles are set by their owners to be available to friends only, or friends and 
friends of friends, or even the public at large. In this way, social software member 
profiles are the member’s self-presentation as well as their availability and access for 
interaction with others. 

Profiles 
• Persistent presence  

• Issues with forms have to do with capturing meanings, with standing in for a 
person when we’re not there, with cementing intentionality against what are 
usually quite dynamic choices 

• Usability issues of capturing preferences – most of us leave our profiles standing; 
some continually tweak profiles to net better results; the  

• Self-presentation 

• Are users able to present themselves in the light they desire?  
• Are they able to manage attention directed towards them?  
• Are they able to solicit attention and contact without having to stand out too 

much? 
• Stretching…Presence during absence 
• Sincerity, authenticity 
• Faceting 
• Boyd’s arguments 
• Reputation: testimonials 

• Standing out 

• Fitting in 

• This is how we become stereotyped 
• Presence availability handling 

• The idea of the preference 
• Customization and personalization, displays, options,  
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Figure 25 A Tribe Profile 
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Figure 26  A very long tribe profile 
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• Tribe’s profiles promote style as a means of member self-differentiation. The 
system’s numerous options give users a variety of ways to present themselves 
(though discussions tend to function as Tribe’s main means of connection). 

• With modules that run from blogging to categorizing friends, showing testimonials, 
posting pictures or text, amazon wish lists, and standard personal preferences, Tribe 
offers what could be called a grab-bag of profiling options. Users have maximum 
flexibility in finding what suits presents them best, from photo collage to blog entries, 
lists, and testimonials. 

• In contrast to LinkedIn, where profiles serve professional networking, Tribe’s open 
profiles help members distinguish themselves. Flexibility in module choice and 
positioning, framed in templates that spare members loss of design control, facilitate 
creative self-presentation. 

• Complex profiling such as this also separates newcomers from old-timers, giving the 
latter a chance to show their competence, and the former a reason to ask old-timers 
for assistance.  

• A further benefit of these profiles, from the system’s perspective, is of course 
stickiness. Having invested time and energy in setting up their profiles, Tribe 
members are unlikely to go elsewhere. Their profiles present them with a higher 
degree of presence, thus helping them reach through the interface to show 
themselves.  

 

 
 

Figure 27 MySpace: edit profile 
 

• There’s little standardization in labeling schemes across social software systems. 
Each, however, shows what it’s about in its choices. Even when navigation 
seems poorly arranged or when labels are inconsistent, a system’s personality 
often explains the choice.  

o First tab is personality and socially-relevant information 

o There’s a tab for “Profile songs” but not “Profile Companies,” presumably 
because “songs” would suggest a place to play them 

o MySpace avoided use of “my _____”, eg. My songs  

o “Companies” is an interesting choice of words (over employment, career, 
or professional), as it avoids the “professional” ring 
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o Schools, obviously, are a way of finding other members and are thus a 
profile element 

• View my profile: this allows a member can see it as others see it 

• Note that MySpace’s openness to profile customization with html and css has 
been a factor in its popularity among web-competent users (read: teens). 
Friendster now offers some html customization, though not as much 
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Figure 28 Tribe's Personal Preferences 
• Standard profile form fields on Tribe encourage users to provide search-able text 

descriptions. In contrast to the multiple choice questions used in many other 
systems, open-ended descriptions like those offered here encourage creativity, and 
as the system develops, permit members to tweak their visibility with selective word 
choice.  
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Figure 29 Tribe's Profile Modules 
• Tribe’s open profiling modules integrate features from a number of online systems, 

as well as using Tribe’s internal profile components 

• Members can use as many of each module as they like. Some members display their 
friends in groups divided into categories like: online friends; real friends; crushes, etc. 
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Figure 30 Tribe's Profile Layout Manager 
• Tribe’s layout options permit users to place their profile modules in any order they 

choose. Templates are designed to render clean profiles in spite of component 
variation. 

• Titles can be changed by users 

• Flexibility like this can make profiling a never-ending personal obsession. As of yet, 
Tribe doesn’t allow members to save profile variations.  
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Figure 31 LinkedIn Profile 
• At LinkedIn, profiles reflect what users would expect from a career-networking 

system. In contrast to profiles on Tribe, the emphasis here is on employment history.  

• Companies are named so that matches can be made against other members with 
career stints at the same company.  

• Testimonials on LinkedIn take a professional tack: they are meant to be serious and 
complimentary on employment details. There is less of a “you scratch my back, and 
I’ll scratch yours” tendency here, as members are less likely to have employed each 
other. Consequently, testimonials play a function closer to that originally tended, and 
are less of a social token.  
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Members and Groups 
Social software systems permit members to manage their identity through a personal 
profile. It’s this profile that stands in for members when they’re absent. It is akin to a 
resume, biography, and personals ad combined, and conveys not only a sense of what 
the member is about, but also what the s/he wants from others.  

Social software systems tend to vary in how they handle group development and 
belonging. In some communities, groups serve as the system’s main source or creative 
momentum. Subcultures, protected and yet fed by the community, generate the 
discussions, topics, issues, and often personalities that shape the system’s mainstream 
character. But for the same reasons that groups are an immensely productive social 
size, systems may discourage or regulate group interaction. Groups function on the 
basis of inclusion, which is to say, exclusion. Some systems work because they deliver a 
fundamentally individual experience. Groups, subcultures, associations and so on need 
to be handled then with care. 

• Because members of online communities show a broad range of competency in the 
arts and stylistics of self-promotion, it is important that system features 
accommodate the experts while providing some protection and guidance to novices. 
The last thing a new user wants is to commit a social faux pas in public.  

• Profiles should be able to capture personal style and expression in text, graphics, 
and images (and, someday, audio). Designers are always choosing between 
flexibility (text fields) and organization (radio buttons). The point we’re making here is 
that what serves a system best is not always that which is most efficient. A social 
software system that emphasizes member personality should give members the 
opportunity to show it. 

• People’s behavior in public is affected by context. In an online community, groups 
are a type of context. Their effect on member behavior is based in part on their size 
and purpose, their age and past history, membership, and much more. Groups can 
become a designer’s way of increasing the diversity of an online community’s 
interests, membership, activities, and so on.  

• Online communities rely on a minimum level of cooperation, friendliness, and good 
will among members. Barring outright conflicts, some amount of this is a given in 
face-to-face encounters. The normativity that regulates social interaction in groups 
and which is the foundation for many group dynamics translates to online interaction, 
but only to a degree and not without transformation. Designers can use groups to 
engage normativity and so achieve order through social pressure alone. But it’s not 
yet clear to us how best to structure groups, shape them, organize them or even limit 
their size. Groups are not a guarantee that member will “play by the rules.” But then, 
neither are rules themselves. 

• Member-only groups lower the risk of abuse (from tourists) and will give members a 
feeling of safety and ownership. At the same time, the cost of membership has to be 
high enough to discourage abuse. Prices can be exacted in terms of time 
investments and efforts, or money. Neither should be so high that newcomers stay 
away. 

Second order repercussions 

• Because romantic interests do develop among members of an online population, and 
even when just in the form of friendly flirtation, a certain amount of interaction is 
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always suspect of containing flirtatious subtexts, hints, and cues. People may play up 
their flirtation when their hints and rejoinders fail to get the right kind of attention, but 
rarely to the point of being explicit. Most of us maintain a fall back position from 
which to explain away anything embarrassing. And besides, flirting ceases to be 
such if it’s made explicit. Designers should make sure that members can play with 
minimal risk of personal exposure and embarrassment.  

• Groups should not change their public/private/member-only status in midstream if 
doing so will expose or embarrass members. Granted, a discussion that has been 
set up as private may prefer to go public at some point in its history. But changing a 
discussion’s designation as private or public (which is a matter of access) must be 
handled carefully. Designers should not allow single individuals (e.g. discussion 
moderators) unilateral authority over these kinds of decisions. 

• Semi-private groups benefit from protective boundaries (the public can read but may 
not post), and also benefit the overall system because contributions are public. 
Designers can also take advantage of the fact that paid membership often provides 
reading and publishing rights. Protecting a community’s discussions from the abuses 
of the occasional bad tourist is much easier if membership is required for the 
privilege of reading or posting to a community.  

Self-presentation  
Member profile pages play an incredibly important role in social software systems. They 
are what stand in for the member in the absence of his or her participation (in 
discussions, direct messages, etc.).  Members, be they newcomers or experienced 
users, confront two kinds of uncertainty with respect to their profiles and what to put in 
them. The first involves simply completing the profile, which requires competency, 
confidence in the face of silent checkboxes and radio buttons, a grasp of self-promotion, 
and more. The second involves their understanding of the community or system, and 
thus how their profiles will be interpreted by others. This double contingency is a good 
example of the subtleties of the communication technology design. 

• Members should have choices in the labels, categories, and other organizational 
schemes they apply to their bios and personal preference statements. Again, while 
designers may deliver more accurate dating matches on profiles based on multiple 
choice selections (dog lovers unite!), individuals need to see as much handwriting as 
possible.  

• In daily interactions, we move between serious and playful with relative ease. Many 
of our online interactions and exchanges do the same. It’s thus important that 
member profiles allow users to indicate whether they mean to be taken seriously or 
not. Designers should use meta communicative elements (including nonverbal 
smileys, pictures, comments, a diversity of text formats, and more) to help users 
distinguish between serious and playful profiles. 

• Member profiles should distinguish between roles and biographical information. 
Since a role (e.g. moderator) is generally played by a member, system design should 
depersonalize roles and personalize profiles.  

• System designers can codify profile vitals (biographical data, personal interests and 
preference, etc.) for system-wide searching and browsing. Designers should try to 
make profile editing simple and straightforward so that system members can fine-
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tune (or experiment with) their profiles. Newcomers to a community often make 
frequent updates to their profiles in order to learn how the community works. 

• In some systems, profile faceting can help members manage their appearance to 
others. This is of particular value in a multi-purpose system or community, where it’s 
counterproductive to combine intimate and professional cultures. 

Second order repercussions 

• The more that a social software system handles personal information and details 
(dating preferences, status, availability, style, etc.), the less members have to deal 
with it. Similarly, the less guesswork other members will have to get involved in. 
While this kind of information sometimes resists easy categorization and 
standardization, it’s also where many users become uncomfortable and shy. 
Designers can reduce the risks of personal embarrassment members face by shifting 
personal matters to the software and interface. 

• It’s important that members be able to distinguish between real and fake profiles, as 
well as between earnest and tongue-in-cheek profiIes. While creating fakes may be a 
form of play in and of itself, it’s detrimental to community development if the 
community is home to people trying to maintain real and serious relationships. 
System designers should try to limit fake memberships, if they are indeed easily 
faked.  

• The process of filtering through a membership base can be too time-consuming 
without the shortcuts offered by smart use of meta-data. Some member attributes, 
preferences, biographical details, location, age, gender, and so on should be codified 
within a normalized database structure for ease of match, browse, and search.  

• Members should feel that they can show style and character even within the 
framework of a profile page standardized by the system. Designers should allow 
some profile to be written personally (use text fields in place of radio buttons and 
checkboxes). Members should also be able to bend some of the rules, or to play with 
aspects of their profiles (changing pictures, names, personal statements, titles, and 
so on to give away mood, etc.) 

Roles 
Social software systems invite members to put themselves out there, and to drive their 
experience of a community towards whatever personal objectives they wish to satisfy. 
There are situations, however, in which people put themselves aside and play a role 
instead. Roles give people opportunities for action and behavior that they wouldn’t have 
otherwise. They can benefit the organization of interaction by providing structure, flow, 
and more. A role is that which permits social functions not attached to a particular 
person. Different people should be able to play the same role.  

• Roles can be created as a means to accomplish things that need to be done by 
people—tasks that cannot be automated. 

• Roles, functions, and obligations should be clearly defined. 

• Rules should be set down to guide dispute and conflict resolution so that individual 
members aren’t mistakenly penalized for role characteristics, responsibilities, or 
decisions. 
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• Roles can be used to strengthen the structure and continuity of social interactions, 
be they playful (e.g. roles designed for online games) or serious (roles assigned to 
structure knowledge management systems, distance learning environments, etc.). 

• The power and authority vested in a role is contingent on how well individual 
members play the role. There is less at risk in a mediated interaction than there is in 
face-to-face situations; but this means that roles have less power. Bear in mind that 
any kind of authority granted roles online will be more difficult to project and enforce 
than in most face-to-face situations.   

• Sample roles include:  

• Moderator 
• Administrator 
• Mediator 
• Teacher 
• Expert 
• Matchmaker 
• Etc. 

• Roles might be created to specifically fulfill social functions that need help online:  

• Helping new members with system and interface issues 
• Making introductions among members of a system 
• Acting as gatekeeper to protected members (e.g. staff, administrators, etc.) 
• Acting as ambassador to the community or to other cultures 
• Acting as broker, connector, or bridge between groups 
• Acting as independent and neutral party to serve in conflict resolution 

Second order repercussions 

• Roles need to be defined for the membership. If not, individuals may be taken to task 
for duties or privileges that actually belong to the role they are playing.  

• The role-person distinction is important both to the institution of the role itself as well 
as to the member’s experience who plays that role. The same person is at once in 
character while also being him or herself. But where in face-to-face situations a 
person can use gestures and other cues to indicate that they have just stepped into 
or out of role, there are few such props or aids online. To minimize confusion and 
ambiguity, differences should be carefully articulated. 

• Groups moderated by the person who started the group will tend to follow that 
person’s lead. Participants have every right to assume that the group leader has a 
personal interest in the topic at hand. Discussions may then often tend towards 
agreement or disagreement with the group leader, and may suffer if the leader fails 
to participate.  

• Moderators eager to invest time will benefit their groups. Designers should thus 
consider how they might reward moderators for their investments, be this directly or 
indirectly. (But incentives should not threaten a group’ integrity). 
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• If moderators have group powers and authority that other members don’t have, 
member relations to the moderator can become an issue. Member contributions may 
often be construed as taking sides.  

• The existence of any group structure, even in the form of administrator or moderator, 
often results in discussions, and sometimes heated debate. Again, protect those 
playing a role from personal attack. There are no hard and fast guidelines to the 
degree of social hierarchy a community or system will permit.  Factors are too 
complex to generalize, and too culturally specific. Designers should instead quickly 
learn from the community’s responses to hierarchy and related incentives and 
structure. 

• At any time, moderators may play themselves in addition to or instead of their roles. 
Moderators might use their positions to express personal views. When this is the 
case, group members may lose confidence in the moderator, and possibly feel that 
their membership has been hi-jacked. 

Networks, Relationships, Connections 
How social software systems build and render social networks varies from system to 
system, usually depending on the system’s purpose (e.g. career networking, dating, 
knowledge management, etc.). While these systems excel at calculating the number of 
connections a member has in his or her network, they aren’t as good at figuring out what 
kind of relations they are. Nor have they done well at capturing a relationship’s 
interpersonal qualities: intensity, directionality, and so on. Social and personal networks 
are not easily reduced to a system based on degrees (with one degree being the 
smallest unit). And users have figured this out: online friends are not all alike. There are 
real world friends, online friends, acquaintances, colleagues, flirts, and so on. Designers 
need to be sensitive to the social and personal implications of friendship, connections, 
networks, groups, and community formation if they are to distinguish among the 
subtleties that make up this domain of life.   

• All relationships are not equal; some are more equal than others. To start with an 
obvious but primary distinction: stated vs deduced. Though many systems designate 
friends based on user input, user participation and communication may in fact be a 
better indication of who’s really friends with whom. Social software systems could do 
more to distinguish among types of relationships.  

• Relations can be used to govern or regulate access to other members, to site 
content, and more (e.g. “View Job Openings within my personal network of 3 
degrees). It remains to be seen in what kinds of systems and communities this 
works. It’s been used in networks to preserve or safeguard trust (e.g. in LinkedIn). 

• It is up to system designers to decide when relationships will be shown, and thus it is 
up to them to shape when relationships are relevant. It’s also the designer’s decision 
to make relationships navigable or not.  

• Relationships have directionality: we invite another member to join our network, or 
we or accept another’s invitation. This distinction, though it’s not captured in current 
systems, is meaningful and might even be useful. Why is a member solicited by 
others (she’s attractive)? Why does a member solicit so many new friends (he’s 
trying to build a network)? 

• Social software systems make the relations among members transparent. Designers 
should think about whether to allow users to make their networks visible or not. And 
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whether or not to give the public access to member networks. Member networks can 
be very valuable, and as a system resource could be easily exploited if not given 
system level protections.  

• Relations can be built on a number of connections, associations, or affinities 
between people, among which friendship is only one example. Consequently, 
networks will vary in their density, their strength, their transferability, and so on. For 
example, a network of model train enthusiasts is less likely to offer baby sitters than 
a network of close friends, all of whom are in their 30s and live in the same part of 
town. Here are just some of the ways in which we might qualify networks: 

• Affection (one-sided admiration; mutual admiration; crush; master-slave; love; 
etc.) 

• Work colleague or associate 
• Professional peer (but not actual work colleague) 
• Location  
• Family  
• Online friend (“friendster”) 
• Shared interest or past time, and intensity of interest (from dilettante to 

connoisseur, amateur to professional) 
• Alum 
• Duration of relationship 
• Initiator (directionality) 
• Degree or intensity of:  

• trust 
• interest  
• intimacy 
• social proximity 
• social similarity  
• Etc. 

• In addition to the relations among members that form social networks, there are 
connections, identities, associations, and affinities among members that relate them 
without there being a stated relation in place. These are based on shared location, 
profession, personal interest, romantic interest, and so on.  Most systems only do a 
cursory job of making these connections among members navigable and useful. 
Ironically, it is these adjunct connections that can often be among the most useful, 
for they provide enough similarity to justify contact and thus originate something new.  

Second order repercussions 

• Network and relationship-building can fuel site participation. Building up a network of 
friends is motivation enough for most to get involved. But building up a network of 
quality members, or of members in a particular field of interest is more than just a 
sign of life; it’s a lifestyle choice! In some communities and subcultures networks 
grow out of common interests and have little to do with friendship at all. Given the 
space and time, networks will emerge to undermine other networks, to launch and 
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support political and social campaigns, and much more. We’re still just beginning to 
discover what can be done with social networking.  

• Connections among members can be leveraged as an engine of population growth. 
Each new connection creates more possibilities for internal connections as well as 
for new connections. Designers should watch the balance here. If it’s too easy for 
members to get connected, connections may lose their value over time, and efforts 
invested in social networking may turn up rotten fruit. If it’s too difficult for members 
to create connections, new members may give up out of lack of interest.   

• Social networks vary depending on the kinds of relations on which they are built and 
by which members navigate. It makes sense to connect social networks with the 
kinds of themes or cultures that work for them. In the case of file-sharing, networks 
(i.e. their members) should be trustworthy, but do not need to comprise of close 
friends. Designers should fit the kind of social networking a system enables to the 
system’s purpose and culture.  
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Figure 32 Linked In Contacts 
• Building one’s network can take a lot of work. LinkedIn users can jump start their 

networks by importing email addresses from common mail applications. System 
designers probably realized that their audience was likely to have kept efficient 
address books. Furthermore, professional connections create connection 
opportunities; on Tribe, by contrast, this kind of pre-populating could be viewed by 
some as cheating (relations not having been earned)… 
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Figure 33 Linked Connections 
• Connections are LinkedIn’s lifeblood. And they are far more than an indication of a 

user’s popularity or celebrity—they are the key to opportunities.  

• Though there’s no reason to assume a relation between a member’s number of 
connections and his or her qualifications, it’s hard not to be impressed by well-
connected members. There are industry superstars—individuals who seem to know 
everybody. But recruiters also tend to be well connected. 
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Figure 34 Linked Find Colleagues 
• It’s in LinkedIn’s interest to faciliate connections between former employees of the 

same company. The system’s Find Colleagues feature offers just this. It’s essentially 
a matching system, as might be found in an online dating service.  

• On this screen, LinkedIn has found past employees of companies I worked at. 
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Figure 35 LinkedIn's Request Contact 
• In order to protect member privacy, while facilitating connections between members, 

LinkedIn uses the above method to pass along connection requests. 

• This screen shows a connection request in progress. The format is professional, and 
a system preference for making connections is evident from the diminutive “decline” 
option, which delivers a cautionary note. 
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Figure 36 Linked In Request Contact Forwarding 
• This screen shows the member intervention required for continuation of a contact 

request. The extra step involves members in a positive manner, and obviates the 
danger of spam requests. 
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Figure 37 Creative Testimonial on Tribe 
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Figure 38 Tribe's display of friends 
• It’s easy to see here how pictures help members cruise one another’s networks. 

• Take a guess at who among these (sorry, no answers provided!):  
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• Is into casual sex 

• Knows about geek stuff 

• Is likely to be an engineer 

• Is taken  

• Is new 

• Is not  

• Is smart 

• Comes here a lot 

• Used their real name 

• Is bi/gay 

• Is unattractive 

• Has done this before 

• Will change his/her pic in the next wk or so 

• Tribe continues to lead in permitting members create and show off personal 
style, and certainly, many members invest significant time in their profiles. It 
remains to be seen how social networks pursued for their own sake may yet 
offer fungible value, but Tribe is one to watch in this respect. 
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Figure 39 Tribe: friends 
 

• Just viewed navigation trail is closed, but when opened will show user’s recent 
navigation  

• Icons could indicate that this user has a message waiting for you 

• A simple view of friends, Tribe doesn’t show: 
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o taglines 

o have slide show enabled 

o permit different views/pivots 

o offers no relational information 

o no tagging 

o no genres or other categories of friend types 

o that or if a member is getting hot 

o that or if a member is  

• Each member thumbnail is shown with 

o number of friends 

o online now (gray and “on”) 

Participation 

• Tribe and Friendster  could show additional call outs and member-generated or 
system generated requests (supplied to help members learn how to get the most 
out of the site):  

o Wants to get back in touch 

o Send message to their email 

o “Invite me to something!” 

o “Ask me out!” 

o “Introduce me to your friends” 

o “Introduce me to some new friends” 

o “What goes on here?” 

o “play my game” or “join me in my Tribe” 

o “join me in my favorite Tribe” 

o “last post: “ 

o “my favorite website: “ 

o Share my avatar (members on Tribe have been known to use the same 
picture as a sign of alliance; after Tribe was perceived by its community to 
censor mature/adult images, many members adopted a “censhorship” 
picture as their profile pic) 

• Tribe thumbnails could show further member stats on rollover, and with ajax, 
could make some of those elements navigable pivot views on friends: 

o popularity 

o influence 

o connectedness 

o active as moderator 
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o active as discussant 

o active lister 

o active events 

o active reviews 

o dating info 

o distance or geographical proximity 

o and more… 

• Information provided with each thumbnail could include:  

o Rate/rank (hot, smart, friendship, personality, heart) 

o categorize (pulldown containing user-defined categories and/or system 
categories: best friend, online friend, colleague, classmate, crush) 

o has an event 

o misses you 

o is lonely 

o invite to Tribe/group/network 

o invite to event 

o notify of listing 

o send wink/poke/joke/reminder 

o wants to know how this thing works 

o wants to be introduced to new friends  

o wants people to subscribe to her blog 

o wants people to subscribe to her podcasts… 

o and more… 

• Arrangement of friend pictures could be used to supply information about them. 
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Figure 40 This Tribe member has grouped friends 
 

• Tribe excels as a social networking site; shown here is a member’s use of her new 
profile to group friends into different networks. Though it’s not clear the members she 
has selected see themselves as belonging to these networks, those are her 
designation. Those browsing her profile for potential introductions can make more 
finely-grained passages through her network as a result. (The lack of a qualifier of 
this kind, by which members can specify how well they know those connected to 
them, limits the real effectiveness of social networks in brokering introductions.) 

• Social networks are intended to serve the purpose of connecting people by 
leveraging the trust implicit in a known (declared) relation. By the logic of 
Granovetter’s “second degree” arguments, it’s not people one already knows, but 
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those people another degree away that offer the most opportunities. Beyond the 
second degree, trust cannot be leveraged implicitly. The tendency of social 
networking sites to show network size as many as six degrees out is a reflection of 
our fascination with large numbers, and not a useful metric. 

• Tribe’s use of social networks is a good springboard for reflection on the use of 
social networking in social software. A member’s network is valuable to that member 
for reasons different from the network’s value to others. On tribe, member networks 
filter the member’s view of system information, events, and members. To other 
members, however, networks contribute to new friendships and introductions. They 
also qualify member character and online personality to some degree.  

• Tribe does not yet aggregate data on networks to bring their value to the next level, 
where social network value might be measured for its aggregate influence, or status, 
file sharing potential, wealth, beauty, insight, expertise, etc. If and when social 
networking reaches that level, data mining might truly offer compelling new reasons 
to network online, and entirely new means of creating trust, influence, access and so 
on will become apparent.  

 

Browse, Search, and General UI 
Browse, search, match, link—these are primary modes of navigation for most web-
based applications. Social software systems may allow members to navigate by 
member, group, content, discussion, and with or without the constraint of relationship 
degree, membership level, or other constraint.  

Though taxonomies used to organize the presentation of information online usually 
reflect the system’s architecture, we can also use navigational taxonomies to organize 
information by parameters not obtained from the content of information. For example, we 
can allow users to navigate by temporal criteria (most recent, first, last, etc.), or by 
proximity. Two kinds of proximity commonly used for navigational purposes today 
include geographic proximity and relational proximity (connections, or links, among 
members of social networks).  

Some systems also allow members to navigate by criteria belonging to their profile—
using themselves as an information filter (members can search for alums of their own 
alma mater). All of these enhancements further the development of social character by 
relating information to the individual member. 

Of particular importance to social software applications is that they take social interaction 
into account in their information architecture and navigational schemas. These 
applications already treat people as information. To avoid collapsing the social into the 
informational completely, they should encourage navigational features that capture and 
emphasize social participation (criteria such as new members, most recent visit, within 
two degrees, etc.). 

The following list of navigational possibilities describes (and not exhaustively) what these 
sites can do today.  

Value, Metrics, Meaning, & Dependencies 
Computers are better at computing quantity than quality. In fact a “qualitative” 
assessment, if it’s obtained from a machine, has been computed numerically before 
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being expressed qualitatively. This finds its way into social software of course. Online 
communities will tell us how many friends a member has, but not what kinds of friends 
they are. Social software may show us which discussion has the most new posts, but not 
which is the most interesting. Getting from quantity to quality requires a second layer of 
interpretation. In many cases it’s the one that counts.  

• Systems can show relations with or without showing their scale. A member that has 
a personal network of 20 friends is not “popular” unless we know that most members 
have less than 20 friends.  

• Designers can use size and proportion to convey meaning. Icons, thumbnails, text, 
and more may be drawn in different sizes and weights to show their value. For 
example, a small green arrow may be used to show an upward trend; a big green 
arrow would then indicate a bigger upward trend.  

• Designers can show member statistics in absolute terms or in relation to the rest of 
the population. Let’s say that a member has replied to 20% of incoming messages. 
The system may also show that this puts the member in the upper 10% of 
communicators. Absolute and relative values mean different things. 

• Designers can use graphics and icons to convey good and bad. Most participants will 
know what to make of basic quantitative statistics; they may need help 
understanding other kinds of information. What is a relatively young age on a 
system? What’s a popular member? How long should it take to get a response to a 
request to join a group? The answers to these are not given in percentages but in 
terms like “young,” “popular,” and “you’re being ignored.” 

• Designers can show and even drive trends (in traffic, in postings, in popularity, in 
ranking, etc.). The simplest way to do this is to make trend-related information a 
constant part of the interface.  

Second order repercussions 

• The claim that quality comes from quantity doesn’t just apply to philosophical 
debates. It seems to apply to some social phenomena also. Take the matter of 
popularity, for example: popularity is a higher number (of friends, of views on a 
person’s profile…). In matters of social status, greater (bigger) is often better. 
Members of an online community will often respond to the foregrounding of 
popularity contests and other kinds of social competition. 

• Because social phenomena are often competitive—or inspire competition—
communities will be affected by the incentives and rewards a system appears to offer 
its members. If dates are gained through pictures, members will tend to post the best 
pictures they can. If popularity comes through testimonials, members will solicit (and 
probably fudge) testimonials from friends.  

• One’s value of sense of self (in a social system) doesn’t have to be true or based on 
fact. It’s a product and matter of perception. Members will want to know that they’re 
playing by the rules of the community, in other words, behaving appropriately. 
Designers can help members assess their relation to others by providing relevant 
feedback. A lack of feedback may cause members either to withhold participation 
(out of fear) or to overreact. Designers should watch how a system’s population 
reacts to the social measures displayed, and tweak the system accordingly. 
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Browse 
A good navigational schema gives users freedom—freedom to browse. Though it’s be 
some claims less efficient than search, browse combines user-directed navigation with 
the chance, sometimes serendipity, that make browsing a pleasure in the first place. 
Users may set off to browse their way to something or someone in particular, but are 
often open to an eye-catching find along the way. In other words, browse combines 
efficient intentional navigation with unintentional navigation: a well-organized information 
architecture, taxonomy, and labeling system arranges the expected and the unexpected. 
Users appreciate being able to find things where they expect to find them, including that 
which they hadn’t expected to find. User-directed navigation should always permit the 
user to reneg on his intended quest! 

In social software systems, users browse persons and their contributions (posts to 
discussions, testimonials, requests.). Interaction is not an example of browsing.  

In brief, users browse: 

• Pictures 

• Most popular (tribe, discussion, member, industry, etc) 

• Groups (tribes) 

• Discussions 

• Individuals 

• Site Sections 

• Seeking (wanted ads) 

• Offering (for sale ads) 

• Availability (dating relationships) 

• Online Now (for interaction) 

• Connections (one’s own or another member’s) 
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Figure 41 Craigslist Category Listing 
• Craigslist postings are kept remarkably simple, in a nod to Yahoo’s and Google’s 

successful moto: keep it simple 

• Titles are search-able, which encourages visitors (Craigslist does not yet keep a 
“member” database) to use common search terms in their subject headings. It also 
spares Craigslist the odious task of creating infinitely changing subcategories and 
relations 

• Categories are presented next to listings so that visitors can navigate more quickly  
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• Location is presented as a modality. Visitors change location by selecting it at the top 
of the page. The location then acts as a further filter on postings. In other words, 
visitors can choose whether or not location matters, and if so, to what degree of 
granularity.  

• Because it is location-centric, Craigslist breaks cities into their neighborhoods. This 
adds value to certain distance-sensitive classifieds.  

• Note that postings are not addressed to anyone in particular. Craigslist, while built on 
user contributions and content only, doesn’t promote direct interaction. We can 
literally avoid the topic of interaction when discussing Craigslist, as there is not direct 
interaction mechanism. Responding to a post requires email; Craigslist steps back 
from direct exchanges the moment users wish to contact one another.   
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Figure 42: Home page Tribe.net 
• A quick look at this home page again demonstrates the range of browsing options 

Tribe gives its users:  

• By contributions (tribes listed on right, listings in center, events on lower left) 

• By persons (friends pictured on left, as well as friends listed in the center) 
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o  

 
Figure 43 Friendster: friends 

 

• Last member login date is shown; the system goes to three wks 

• Friendster invites messaging with a messaging link on each tumbnail, and also 
lists relevant member activity (profile updates) 

• A banner across the middle of the page advertises related friendster features 

• Navigation encouraging members to make an introduction is provided here to 
facilitate networking 

• View by options are: 

o Latest updates 

o Birthdays 

o Now online  
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Figure 44 Tribe: list tribes 2 

• Left-side navigation lists tribe categories 
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• Tribes are featured on the member’s tribe page to drive navigation or create 
interest (e.g. in the featured or most popular and recent tribes)  

• Contextual advertising is earned from tribe topics 

• Tribe provides links to other tribes to drive participation and create interest:  

o Local tribes 

o Active moderators 

o Featured tribes 

o Newest tribes 

o Most popular tribes 

• It would be interesting if tribes were shown with more relationships between them 

 

 
Figure 45 Tribe: category entertainment and arts 

• Browsing the tribe category directory by alphabetical order 
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• Search is available for more targeted tribe search  

• The sheer number of results generally makes category browsing an activity for 
those with time on their hands 

• Different category browsing views (by most members, or proximity) are not 
available through browse, but are through search  

• Once in a tribe, related tribes are shown as navigation, with their thumbnail 
picture and number of members 

• It would be interesting if tribes were shown with more relationships between them 

 

 
Figure 46: Local Blogs on Salon 
These are examples of search options on many social software systems:  

• Members can browse blogs by location 

• Additional information on bloggers includes most popular, number of viewers in a 
day, total number of posts and online status 
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• Members can also create their own polls 

 

Search 
Search replaces browse as the preferred means of getting right to the point—assuming, 
of course, that the point desired is among the search options. Because data kept by any 
system  far exceeds that which is on display, search is often the only effective way to 
find it. In social software applications, this gets interesting for several reasons. Since a 
search is run against data, searching for people requires users to select among various 
kinds of personal data. Common search criteria include physical features and stats, 
place and location, skills, reputation, availability indicators, possessions, and wish-lists. 
Though much of this information is stable (e.g. gender, physical features, location, skills, 
education), some of it can be quite dynamic: when the member was last online; what the 
member has to offer; his or her availability. And still more of a member’s characteristics 
will be relative: his or her relation to others (type as well as degree of proximity), whether 
or not they have a preference for you (insofar as double-sided matching is used, e.g. in 
job search or dating services), and so on.  

In many systems, users can conduct searches on members data, statements, postings, 
listings (text and/or categorized data), files (name, type, meta-data), and other 
miscellaneous resources or data (currently online, most popular, trend information, etc.).  

These are examples of search options on many social software systems:  

• Pictures of members (to build participation, get people to upload pics, and to drive 
membership) 

• Calendar or events 

• Tribes/groups 

• Discussions 

• Currently online 

• User preferences  

o Availability and/or preferences for dating, jobs, interests, possessions (e.g. 
files to share), group affiliation, other current or past associations, etc. 

• By meta data: 

• Has photo 

• Has visited within a specified time frame 

• Joined within a specified time frame 

 

It is common today to allow members to limit or sort results by relational criteria. This 
foregrounds the social aspect of these sites: 

• Membership level 

• New members or most time of last login 

• Degree of proximity as friends 
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• Relatedness as former/current colleagues 

• Physical proximity  

• Relevance (shared interests, match)  

 

 

 
Figure 47 Spring Street Network Search results 
• The search results views onto members of this dating service are tantamount to that 

“first glance” moment, so filled with significance and potential. In this particular online 
dating service, that moment consists of the picture (which should look professionally 
snap shot-like), age, location and, of course, one-liner.  
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• Because the theme of online dating services is people, search results (from which 
users browse) should put members in their best light—or at least allow members to 
do that for themselves. People are judged by their appearance and their character; 
conveying both is the challenge of a persons-based system. And as more and more 
people use these kinds of systems, new styles of self-presentation, new styles of talk 
and display, and new rules for interaction will continue to emerge. 

• This service permits interaction right from the search results, shown here as links to 
send notes or leave voice messages. 

• Users can bookmark results here, or exclude people from results in order to 
customize them. 

• Users can search against members on their hotlist, or start a new search from 
scratch. 
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Figure 48 Salon search results 
• It only makes sense that search results in this online dating service permit 

messaging without any intermediary steps: no bookmarking, saving for later, etc. are 
required.  

• Results show members’ online status—important in the fast and somewhat impatient 
world of flirting!  
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• As can be seen from the brief headings, wit figures prominently in online flirtation. Ad 
titles make important first impressions. 

• “Send a wink” is the most prominently-featured messaging option as it is the least 
costly and risky, in terms of rejection, as well as being the least time-consuming 
means of flirting. 

 

 
Figure 49 Spring Street Networks Basic Search 
• Basic search options on this dating service include results filters for photos and 

online status. The system makes it easy to jump right into the fray. 
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• Search criteria take a decidedly romantic turn on this dating system’s advanced 
search page. The use of normalized data (multiple choice as opposed to text) might 
seem too rational for some, but it does help users filter through the basics. 

• By keeping in this format, the system can also run matches between members. 
Since each member has a “seeking” profile in addition to his or her personal profile, 
the system can run double-sided matches. (I’m what you want, as you are what I 
want.) Spring street doesn’t allow members to fine tune their matches; members 
would have to figure out that by changing their profile their match results change 
accordingly. Because this dating service allows members to set up more than one 
profile, match results can be tuned by changing profile set up.  
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Figure 50 Tribe Search 
• Tribe’s member search is by default an advanced search page, offering searches 

against data and meta-data. However, being a community, people are found on tribe 
more through their activity than by means of direct search.  

• Tribe’s search on listings, discussions, and tribes is offered separately. It is possible, 
for example, to search a member’s contributions. Members interested in seeing a 
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member’s postings can search tribes and postings for incidences of that member’s 
name, but will get results only if the name appears in the text of a posting itself.  

 

 
Figure 51 Linked In Search 
• Getting good use out of LinkedIn’s career networking system begins with finding 

people. Unlike Tribe, in which members often meet in shared-interest discussion 
groups, LinkedIn’s users find each other through their professional networks.  

• Searching for a member on LinkedIn involves specifying the setting the usual fields: 
name, company, location. Additional criteria help users narrow down or open up their 
search: user type describes industry role (employees vs employers, and so on); 
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degrees away defines the distance in that individual’s social network; and time in 
one’s network allows users to glean their connections for new members. 

 

Tagging 
Tagging has emerged as a non-hierarchical alternative to the use of directories, search, 
and site categories/sections for content organization. Still being tested for its strengths 
and weaknesses, tagging makes effective use of what some call “folksonomies.” Tag 
cultures grow out of tagged sites submitted by users. Over time, users adjust their tag 
categories, and the culture becomes more effective and efficient. Here’s a look at Flickr, 
which wisely chose to use tags as a means of organization over top-down taxonomies. 

 

 
Figure 52 Flickr: tags 

• Tags are a means of content organization 

• “Hot tags” draw attention  
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• Emphasis on popular tags draws attention 

• Much has been written about tag cultures and the value of non-hierarchical and 
non-taxonomic categorization and organization. Tagging is a type of social 
organization, in that tags always reflect trends, and thus popularity. Tags capture 
social perceptions (definitions and terms have a social value, they’re reflect a 
vernacular or idiomatic organization), and they evolve over time according to the 
rules of social participation. Popular tags will tend to accrue more contributions; 
less-popular tags will tend to become isolated. 

 

 
Figure 53 Flickr: Groupset 

 

• People and pictures combine through the help of tagging and membership. Here, 
members of a group called “empty seats” share their pictures of the rear-inclined, 
reclined, or declined… 

• Discussion promotes group activity around the pictures. 
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• The group has a description lower on the page, but note that pictures matter first; 
images will always engage users more quickly than copy. 

 

 

 
Figure 54 Flickr: Empty Seat Set 

 

• Here we see the Empty seats pictures (I wish this were called simply “empty”; 
this would then be the Empty Set”; perhaps that group’s over in the math room). 

• Margin modules feature members as well as tags used within the group. 

• Participation is encouraged by the call out: “add your photos” at left. 

• Navigation of pictures starts with newest first; sort order is not big on Flickr. 

• Navigation to the picture’s photographer is always possible from a picture, here 
though, the picture matters more than its owner. Pictures are navigation on Flickr 
as in most ssns.  
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• View as slideshow is not the primary mode of viewing, a) because it would more 
time-consuming, and b) it would be less interactive. 

 

 
Figure 55 Flickr: Group members 
 

• Groups have an administrator 

• Members are shown by thumbnail so that others can visit them easily 

• Layout suffers here from its accommodation of member names (thumbnails don’t 
line up) 

• Flickr could add 

• View by most popular 

• View by within ___ geo 

• View by status 
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• View by most recent 

• View by online now 

• And other views 

• Flickr could add to each thumbnail (as link or rollover 

• Comment  

• Send message 

• Bookmark 

• Wink 

• “invite to my group: ______” 

 

 

 
Figure 56 Flickr: member photos 
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• Pictures are shown in their chronological order (of posting) 

• To facilitate posting pictures, flickr members can send pics to their flickr account 
directly from a camera phone  

• Links in margins allow members to see their own pictures by: 

o Most viewed 

o “Favorited” (pictures that other members have designated one of their 
favorites) 

o Commented 

o Most interesting 

o Clicking any one of these links in the margin displays a page of the 
members’ pictures ranked by that criterion.  

• Flickr has chosen to make “explore” the means by which members view others’ 
pictures. Social interaction or sharing is not shown in context of one’s own album. 

• Flickr doesn’t show how many views other members’ pictures have 

• Members can see what their contacts have favorited 

• Members can permit others to comment on their pictures 

• Members can see how much traffic their pictures are getting (and many users 
check this statistic!) 

• The “flickr badge” enables members to publish flickr pics to other sites, such as 
blogs. Links back to flickr of course draw traffic. 
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Figure 57 Flickr: calendar 

 

Navigation 

• The calendar view provides an elegant means of navigation 

• Members can view by date posted or date of photo 
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Conclusion 
Social networks are not engineered, but grown out of interaction and communication 
between members. Though they can be shaped and cultivated, their dependence on 
human interaction makes them susceptible to ambiguities, miscommunication, turnover, 
and a whole host of abuses. They can also be highly engaging and disturbingly 
addictive. Social software is not a fad. But neither is it yet well understood. The reason 
for this is simple: social software is part technology and part society. It’s content is 
human, and as such, beyond the direct control of developers, designers, and engineers.  

And yet social interaction can be influenced at the interface and architectural levels. 
Social interaction designers should thus specialize in articulating the mechanics and 
leverage points of the social interface. As social software applications become more 
complex and more widely used, social interaction designers should be called upon to 
help deploy and customize systems for targeted application. I see this is a field only now 
emerging, but offering exciting opportunities to combine social sciences with technical 
design and engineering skills.  

Much of what we’ve seen explored in online communities is now making its way into the 
Web 2.0. Lacking the boundaries and access controls that keep social software sites 
what they are, the next web will have to treat communication and interaction carefully. 
Noise and spam will always threaten to spoil the experience for those who truly want to 
share their ideas with others online. It’s an open medium, and for that reason the most 
interesting mass medium we have. But like the democratic principles on which it’s 
founded, it will need careful tending.  


